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Abstract. The rate at which Internet connectivity is spreading is matched only by the increasing amount of time people spend online. Today over 5 billion humans access the Internet; the overwhelming majority of them engage in social media, and almost all of them live out key aspects of their daily lives digitally. Human rights are universal in the sense that they apply to everyone, everywhere. And while there are indicators that they apply in cyberspace, how they apply is a different story.

Now, as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) turns 75, we wonder how many of those rights accompany us into our digital lives. This article develops a matrix mapping how human rights, which were developed for the physical world, might apply in the digital world. Using the 30 articles (rights) enumerated in the UDHR as a foil, the broad outline of a clearer picture emerges. Some governments or courts mandate certain rights to fully manifest in digital space, others are making progress, and still others remain static. Moreover, these rights can be enforced via either state regulation or corporate terms of service.

Designed as the first tool of its kind for attorneys, judges, policymakers, and advocates to chart which rights are accompanying us onto and into the Internet, this guide will be a foundational starting point for a much broader discussion to come.
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INTRODUCTION

In a 1994 interview with Rolling Stone, Apple founder Steve Jobs observed, “Technology is nothing. What’s important is that you have a faith in people, that they’re basically good and smart, and if you give them tools, they’ll do wonderful things with them.” By January 2023, “there were 5.16 billion Internet users worldwide, which is 64.4 percent of the global population.” The overwhelming number of those Internet users, 4.76 billion, were engaging with social media platforms.

What these billions of people are doing on the Internet is as varied as they are. Hopefully, the faith placed in them by Steve Jobs to be doing wonderful things is not misplaced. Regardless, humanity’s massive, persistent, and growing online presence is what drives us to reflect on where we spend most of our time in the modern world. As the graph by the Pew Research Center below indicates, over 80% of Americans are online daily and almost 30% are online constantly.

---

3 Id.
4 Andrew Perrin & Sara Atske, About Three in Ten U.S. Adults Say They Are ‘Almost Constantly’ Online, PEW RSCH. CTR.
As an interconnected global society, we find ourselves looming over the edge of a virtual precipice; on the other side awaits full digital reality. For decades, we’ve been peering into this world with both awe and wonder. As the kinetic physical world in which we exist recedes and the digital world in which we increasingly live and work occupies more space in our lives, we must begin thinking about how that digital existence should evolve. In particular, how do human rights—designed and articulated in and for an analogue world—feature in our digital existence?

In December 2023, the United Nations will commemorate the 75th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. As a legal framework, human rights embody our values as a species and protect our freedoms. The universality of their application is a foundational premise: by virtue of one’s status as a *homo sapiens*, one is accorded a standard set of rights without question to race, gender, religion, or class. If this framework is to exist alongside us in digital space, how does that manifest itself? States are obligated to enforce international human rights law extraterritorially—presumably this includes in cyberspace as well.

Some rights have already fully manifested and achieved enforceability. The most legally developed example is the transference of one aspect of what we traditionally know in the physical realm as the “right to privacy” into what has become known in the digital realm as the “right to be forgotten.” This version of the right to privacy empowers citizens within the European Union to petition Google

(3/26/2021), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/03/26/about-three-in-ten-u-s-adults-say-they-are-almost-constantly-online/ ("Adults under the age of 50 are at the vanguard of the constantly connected: 44% of 18- to 49-year-olds say they go online almost constantly. By comparison, just 22% of those ages 50 to 64 and even smaller shares of those 65 and older (8%) say they use the internet at this frequency.").


to redact information about them that Google returns to searchers as search results.

Although resisted by Google as an improper deputization of a multinational corporation as an information censor\(^8\) and by the British press as an improper infringement of freedom of the press and an assault on free speech,\(^9\) the European Court of Justice nevertheless determined that the individual privacy of rights of E.U. citizens could best be protected in this manner—thus bringing this human right into full digital reality.\(^10\) However, with respect to enforcement, Google prevailed in its resistance to France’s Internet regulator, Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés. The Commission asserted that when granted, such right to be forgotten requests had to be taken down globally, but the ECJ held that such information only had to be redacted from search results in Europe.\(^11\) Thus, searchers in India or Canada could still see full search results for a German or Italian individual that searchers in E.U. in countries such as Romania or Belgium could not see.

This transference of offline human rights to online manifestation is known as the normative equivalency paradigm, wherein offline rights are simply taken online.\(^12\) Some scholars believe the change in such rights during transference fundamentally changes their nature and enforceability, and have challenged the utility of the normative equivalency paradigm, calling for a new paradigm entirely.\(^13\) For example, Dror-Shpohansky and Shany offer a replacement paradigm that considers three generations of human rights digitally manifesting in distinct phases:

• The first generation involves far-reaching processes of adjustment of offline human rights to the online world.
  
• The second generation features the emergence of new digital human rights—that is, rights that protect online needs and interests that do not have close parallels in the offline world. Although second-generation rights may be genealogically traced back to existing offline human rights, the new progenies are not fully subsumed in the human rights from which they originate.
  
• The third generation comprises rights belonging to new online personae—that is, digital or virtual representations of natural persons or legal entities that exist and exercise rights separately from the human beings or legal entities that created them. This third generation of rights is also expected to focus more and more attention on the direct human rights obligations of technology companies exercising de facto governance power over the online user.\(^14\)

While this framework to (1) adjust transference, (2) recognize new rights, and (3) vest rights in digital personae directly is both interesting and forward-looking, it nevertheless ignores the main

---

\(^8\) Kelly & Satola, supra note 7, at 21.
\(^9\) Id. at 35–36.
\(^10\) Id. at 6–10.
\(^12\) Dror-Shpohansky & Shany, supra note 6, at 1251.
\(^13\) Id. at 1256–57.
\(^14\) Id. at 1252.
value of the existing paradigm supported by the United Nations and other human rights entities—namely the near universal acceptance of what our human rights actually are. In theory, if not in practice, human rights are *sine qua non* and obtain everywhere humans are.

Building on a 2012 resolution by the U.N. Human Rights Council proclaiming that “that the same rights that people have offline must also be protected online,” this article develops an analytic matrix charting the path of each human right into cyberspace as Internet human rights. Structurally, our matrix tracks the migration of articles in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) from the physical world into the digital world. Without a doubt, mapping the UDHR to cyberspace is a task fraught with interpretive nuance and missed digital rabbit holes. Moreover, this exercise must acknowledge new, precursor “digital core rights” that are necessary preconditions to effectuating Internet human rights: connectivity and net neutrality.

Championed by intergovernmental organizations such as the United Nations, Internet Governance Forum (IGF), the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) as well as international financial institutions such as the World Bank, connectivity seeks to ensure access by everyone to the Internet. If one is not connected to the Internet, then free speech, free association, free practice of religion and other “active” rights cannot be effectuated. As such, “connectivity” functions as a key core right—without which all the other rights (excepting more passive rights, such as privacy) cannot fully exist. Even Mark Zuckerberg has asserted that Internet access is a human right, and public polling data shows that many people agree with him. That said, connectivity itself is not

---

15 Id. at 1251, 1265-66 (discussing concerns over the normative equivalency paradigm embraced by the United Nations and proposing a new framework with new digital rights). We do not take sides in the debate over “normative equivalency” central to Dror-Shpoliansky & Shamy’s thesis; nor do we question whether “new” digital rights are in order.


18 Similar work has been done tracking the migration the Geneva Convention’s laws of war into cyberspace. See TALLINN MANUAL 2.0 ON THE INTERNATIONAL LAW APPLICABLE TO CYBER OPERATIONS (Michael N. Schmitt ed., Cambridge Univ. Press 2d ed. 2017).


just access to the Internet. Nor is it free. Connectivity implies derivative rights such as electrical power, a telecommunication grid, satellite access, and access to computer hardware and software. Thus, access, connection, and realization of digital human rights go hand in hand.  

The second precursor right, net neutrality, i.e., every human enjoys similar digital service with respect to speed and content, is a secondary core right, folded into the digital emergence of human rights such as equality and freedom from discrimination. Once connectivity is achieved, each Internet user should, in principle, have the same digital experience—which requires Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to treat all communications equally. This principle sits uneasily alongside basic concepts of capitalism that would allow an ISP, as a private corporation, to offer different Internet services and speeds at different price points to different classes of customers based upon the profit that can be achieved at each level. By not allowing ISPs to discriminate in either treatment or price based upon the content, user, application, source/destination address or other basis, state regulators move further toward treating ISP’s as public utilities.

The UDHR was the first global articulation defining human rights and is easily the most renowned international human rights instrument. It reflects the drafters’ assertion that “human rights are part of people’s moral DNA . . .”  

Conceptually, this moral basis for modern human rights rooted millennia ago as philosophers struggled to discern natural law. “Natural law thinkers, Cicero among them, viewed the world as webbed together by a single, universal set of moral principles, regardless of how fashioned into different political and cultural units humanity might be.”  

Universality, then, is the bridge marrying our “moral DNA” to what is now becoming our digital DNA. Those centuries-old, morally-based, natural law roots took full flower through the international community’s adoption of the UDHR. As such, we use it here as a proof-of-concept for our digital human rights mapping project.

We are cognizant, of course, that other instruments, such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) 26 and International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), 27 also reflect the rights contained in the UDHR and carry those rights into legal force with the exception of Article 17 (property), 28 so they could and should also be similarly analyzed.  

However, we believe it important to first establish a sound methodological framework before applying it to other instruments.

It must also be noted that in this article we do not analyze the substance of each right in depth but rather attempt to show how such rights as generally understood would “map” to the Internet. Also, while certain rights (such as Article 12 on privacy and Article 19 on freedom of

---

23 See Nicola Lascchi, Internet Content Governance and Human Rights, 16 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 809, 821 (2014).


28 MORSINK, supra note 24, at 16.


expression) might more easily be “transposed” from their analogue origins to applicability in the Internet context and while some of these have also been the subject of specific examination by Special Rapporteurs, we have resisted the temptation to organize these rights according to how directly or indirectly they might be mapped to the Internet context.

In the months and years ahead, especially as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and gaming gain traction through the “metaverse,” it is easy to predict that case law and regulation will address issues that arise in those contexts; what is more difficult to predict is how those rights which are perhaps not directly applicable today might be viewed legally in the future. Additionally, some rights might conflict with one another when applied to cyberspace. While we note these instances, we do not attempt to resolve them here.

Finally, as is demonstrated by the discussion below, especially around remedies and the “right to be forgotten,” this article identifies for further study the growing “multi-stakeholderisation” of the enforcement of human rights online. In other words, the assignment of certain regulatory and enforcement responsibilities to non-state actors such as multinational tech corporations which occupy or control discreet portions of cyberspace to the effective exclusion of others.

I. THE MATRIX OF INTERNET HUMAN RIGHTS

Our matrix tracks migration of each human right defined in the UDHR, as refined by the United Nations’ Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, from the kinetic into the digital world. Some rights, such as freedom of expression, privacy, and equality, have progressed much farther than others. Equally apparent, some rights are more digitally “transferrable” than others. As we scan the international and domestic regulatory environments, the matrix reflects positive significant manifestation, codification, regulation, or enforcement. Unfilled spaces in the matrix reflect either insignificant realization, no movement, or negative regulation—i.e., prohibition or significant restriction.

Articles 12 and 13 demonstrate this approach. Article 12’s right to privacy—articulated, implemented, and enforced by the European Union as the “right to be forgotten”—ticks all four cells of the matrix, accompanied by descriptive terms. Article 13’s freedom of movement in cyberspace enjoys little positive manifestation because international law and most western societies presume it; thus, no cells are ticked. However, as any visitor to the United Kingdom knows, one must “mind the gap.” Such lack of significant positive regulation leaves room for negative regulation. In the case of

31 See Appendix for a non-exhaustive list of Reports from Special Rapporteurs attempting to tackle this issue.
32 See discussion of UDHR art. 12 infra p. 9; Kelly & Satola, supra note 7, at 1 (discussing European authorities’ assignment of oversight responsibilities to Google).
Article 13, certain states have significantly limited freedom of movement in cyberspace across websites. Although not appearing on the matrix, we discuss these negative regulatory trends in the commentaries that follow.

The scope of our analysis is necessarily broad and evolving. Many areas and themes are untested in terms of case law or regulation. So, while the authors provide a framework, this mapping project should not be seen as exhaustive, but rather a working hypothesis for an analytical approach. Issues will continue to arise; for example, there is Elon Musk’s recent purchase of Twitter, which brings a significant online free speech platform under the sway of a single personality given the nature of its private incorporation. In that sense, this work is also necessarily a snapshot in time.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UDHR Article</th>
<th>Digital Manifestation</th>
<th>Codification</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Enforcement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Freedom and Equality</td>
<td>✓ As Connectivity</td>
<td>✓ As Net Neutrality</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Freedom from Discrimination</td>
<td>✓ Re: Cyber-bullying</td>
<td>✓ Re: Discrimination</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Freedom from Slavery</td>
<td>✓ Re: Human Trafficking</td>
<td>✓ Criminalization</td>
<td>✓ Via Prosecution</td>
<td>✓ Per States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Freedom from Torture</td>
<td>✓ Re: Cyber-bullying as psychological torture</td>
<td>✓ Criminalization re: targeted children</td>
<td>✓ Via Prosecution</td>
<td>✓ Per State Law Enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Recognition Before the Law</td>
<td>✓ As Digital Persona</td>
<td>✓ Via Tech Corp.'s</td>
<td>✓ Per Terms of Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Right to Equality Before the Law</td>
<td>✓ As Connectivity by avoiding shutdowns</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Per Alternate Tech platforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Right to Remedy</td>
<td>✓ For enforceable Internet H.R.'s</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Re: each enforceable Internet H.R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Freedom from Arbitrary Detention</td>
<td>✓ Re: Prisoner Internet access rights</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Per State incarceration rules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Right to a Fair Trial</td>
<td>✓ As Defendant rights in cyber-crime cases</td>
<td>✓ As Defendant's civil rights</td>
<td>✓ Via State Courts</td>
<td>✓ Via State Courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Presumption of Innocence</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Right to Privacy</td>
<td>✓ As RTBF</td>
<td>✓ As EU Regulation</td>
<td>✓ Via EU states</td>
<td>✓ Via (EC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Freedom of Movement</td>
<td>✓ As Connectivity by avoiding shutdowns</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Per Alternate Tech platforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Right to Asylum</td>
<td>✓ As VPN Access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Per Terms of Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Right to Nationality</td>
<td>✓ As Benefits access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Per Terms of Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Right to Marry and Found a Family</td>
<td>✓ As Online dating, weddings, family life</td>
<td>✓ Via Tech Corp.'s</td>
<td>✓ Per Terms of Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Right to Property</td>
<td>✓ As Digital Property</td>
<td>✓ Per TRIPS for IP</td>
<td>✓ Via States</td>
<td>✓ Via States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Freedom of Religion</td>
<td>✓ As Religious Surfing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Via States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Freedom of Opinion/Expression</td>
<td>✓ Access to Social Media Platforms</td>
<td>✓ Tech Corp.'s</td>
<td>✓ Per Terms of Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Freedom of Assembly</td>
<td>✓ Access to Groups</td>
<td>✓ Via Tech Corp.'s</td>
<td>✓ Per Terms of Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Democratic Participation</td>
<td>✓ As Electronic voting</td>
<td>✓ Per State laws</td>
<td>✓ Via States</td>
<td>✓ Via States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Right to Social Security</td>
<td>✓ As Self-realization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Right to Work</td>
<td>✓ Re: Teleworking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ in progress...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Right to Rest/Leisure</td>
<td>✓ Re: Reproductive healthcare</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Right to Adequate Standard of Living</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ Per Museum policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Right to Education</td>
<td>✓ Re: Remote learning</td>
<td>✓ Compulsory education laws</td>
<td>✓ Via education authorities</td>
<td>✓ Via States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Right to Cultural, Art, Sci.</td>
<td>✓ As Remote access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Right Social Order</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Duty to Community</td>
<td>✓ In progress... via states or Tech Corp.'s</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Rights are Inalienable</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2: Matrix for Digital Manifestation of Human Rights**
INTERNET HUMAN RIGHTS

A. UDHR Preamble

Establishing that human rights are universal, vested in people, and to be observed, the UDHR’s Preamble states:

[T]he General Assembly proclaims this universal declaration of human rights as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.\(^{36}\)

Applied to the Internet, the language requiring “every organ of society” take progressive measures and secure these rights would appear to call upon not only governments, but Internet service providers and other organizations in the tech sector to do their part. This interpretation clearly fits with the mandate placed on Google by the ECJ to effectuate the right to privacy in cyberspace as the right to be forgotten.\(^{37}\)

With respect to the question of where the Internet actually is, cyberspace is a conundrum. It could analogously be a “territory” under the jurisdiction of Member States.\(^{38}\) As such, there is at once a physical and digital component and a technical limit to what State X may be able to do in securing and enforcing the human rights listed.\(^{39}\) Due to the Internet’s structure, one of routing and re-routing based on systems with built-in layers of redundancy, the Internet itself may in fact limit the leeway State X has in controlling the cyberspace being used by its people. That said, cyberspace is not fully a global commons either. Unlike the high seas or outer space, parts of it are regulated directly by state actors and international organizations such as ICANN. Moreover, some states are attempting to segment and control portions of it to erect parallel Internets more fully under their control.\(^{40}\)

B. Article 1: Freedom and Equality

Equality on the Internet, or “cyber-equality,” can be achieved through Article 1, which states:

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of

\(^{36}\) UDHR, supra note 17, pmbl.

\(^{37}\) Kelly & Satola, supra note 7, at 9-10.

\(^{38}\) But see David R. Johnson & David G. Post, Law and Borders—The Rise of Law in Cyberspace, 45 Stan. L. Rev. 1367, 1369 (1996) (arguing the futility of efforts to govern the flow of cyberspace across territorial bounds).


brotherhood.41

If net neutrality is a core right that is a precursor to the digital existence of other human rights, then its home is in Article 1 of the UDHR. Freedom and equality are both implicated if connectivity, restricted access once online, speed, and bandwidth are determined by political, financial, geographic, categorical, or other means. In many ways, the equality of access issue mirrors equality issues in the physical world related to discrimination. For example, in the United States, where a digital divide regarding Internet access exists between minority and non-minority populations creates a type of “cyber segregation,” it has been argued that the 14th Amendment should obligate equal access to technology.42

Rural and low-income communities also fall on the wrong side of this divide.43 According to the U.S. Census Bureau, COVID-19 further exasperated these problems due to many schools moving to an online only format. During this time, lower income families and minority, non-white households were much less likely to report computer and internet availability than high income white households.44

Notwithstanding inequality within countries such as the United States, adoption and enforcement of net neutrality policies vary widely across countries. For example, the European Union has moved determinedly in the direction of net neutrality. By 2016, the European Union had reissued continent-wide telecoms rules that established a framework through Member State cooperation, ensuring net neutrality throughout the European Union.45 While some argued that loopholes built into the regulation allowed ISP’s to defeat neutrality provisions,46 the baseline provisions allowed Member States to enact even stronger net neutrality provisions. The Netherlands and Slovenia, for example, have taken advantage of that provision.47

41 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 1.


45 2015 O.J. (L 316/8) 3.
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Conversely, in the United States the debate is unsettled. The United States made strides in this direction when the FCC under President Obama adopted the Open Internet Order in 2015 setting “federal regulations to prohibit Internet service providers from blocking, throttling, or unfairly prioritizing Internet traffic.” However, this regulatory effort was undone under President Trump when the FCC later adopted the Restoring Internet Freedom Order in 2018. The legal difference concerned classifying ISP’s under Title II of the 1934 Communications Act as amended in 1996 as “telecommunications services” and therefore more tightly controlled, or classifying them under Title I as “information services” and therefore less tightly controlled. The Biden administration is moving to return to the Obama era regulatory approach.

Although net neutrality has been backed by the United Nations at the international level, adoption and enforcement remain at the national level, creating unevenness which jeopardizes implementation of this right—especially where weaker rules are in effect over a territory through which significant traffic is routed. For example, while Chile and Brazil have strong net neutrality provisions within their own borders, because approximately 90% of Latin America’s Internet traffic routes through Florida, as a practical matter, the United States’ weakened net neutrality FCC rules under the Trump administration could have rendered those national policies in Chile and Brazil essentially meaningless.

Beyond addressing the unevenness problem, another reason to internationalize net neutrality standards is to bring uniformity to the exceptions. Thus, while Qatar, India, and Turkey have been identified by the U.N. Human Rights Council as infringing on Internet access under pretext, France, the United Kingdom, and other Western states have used intellectual property protection (specifically the so-called “three-strikes” standard) for restricting Internet access against those caught violating copyright protections — either for limited periods of indefinitely.

53 Chin, supra note 50. For an in-depth discussion of the implications between these two classifications for ISP’s, see Mozilla v. FCC, 940 F.3d. 1 (D.C. Cir. 2019)
59 David W. Quist, Three Strikes and You’re Out: A Survey of Foreign Approaches to Preventing Copyright Infringement on the
In France, HADOPI, a new governmental agency was created, to enforce the three-strike rule. For the first offense, HADOPI sends a warning via email, notifying the offender of the alleged violation, where to find clarifying information, and the penalty for further offenses. After the second offense, a warning via email is coupled with a certified letter (receipt acknowledged) with the same information as above. Once a third offense detected, HADOPI may commence a procedure against the offender which could end in a fine or suspension of access to the Internet.60

Thus, although state policies are trending in the right direction, for Article 1’s promise of equality to manifest digitally, more states must move forward with net neutrality and connectivity commitments to complement the international policies of institutions such as the World Bank, IMF, and U.N. agencies. Evenness in application should undergird this manifestation, which could perhaps be better achieved through uniform minimum standards, somewhat like those which form a foundational basis in areas such as trade, labor, banking, air traffic, and weights and measures.

C. Article 2: Freedom from Discrimination

Freedom from discrimination dovetails with freedom and equality secured through net neutrality. Article 2 states:

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.61

Adapted to the Internet, this right overlaps with cyber-bullying and net neutrality—bullying on the basis of race, gender, or other protected classification, or discrepancy in access to the Internet on similar bases. It also implicates online sexual harassment,62 depending upon whether discrimination/harassment laws have been updated in the face of technological advancements such as the Internet—which is not always the case.63 The key to successful enforcement of this prohibition on discrimination will depend on whether individuals are only protected from such forms of discrimination by their governments or if they are also protected from similar conduct by private actors such as corporations and other individuals.

61 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 2.
62 Mary Anne Franks, Sexual Harassment 2.0, 71 MD L. REV. 655, 678 (2012).
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Australia’s Racial Discrimination Act of 1975\textsuperscript{64} makes racial hatred unlawful. However, it is “not possible” to apply this act against ISPs or individuals located in other countries.\textsuperscript{65} In \textit{Jones v. Tohen}, the Federal Court of Australia found this legislation to be capable of combating online race hate material when (1) an author of online material can be identified and (2) the online material is hosted by an Australian ISP.\textsuperscript{66} In the case, the Adelaide Institute had published material on its website which constituted “malicious anti-Jewish propaganda.”\textsuperscript{67} The website, maintained by Dr. Tohen, denied the existence of the Holocaust and blamed Jews for the crimes of Stalin. The court ordered Tohen, who was an Australian citizen posting to a site hosted by an Australian ISP, to remove the offending material.\textsuperscript{68}

There are at least three reasons cyberspace itself exacerbates the impact of bullying or harassment: Anonymity, amplification, and permanence.

- **Anonymity**—anonymous attacks are possible online, making remedies or legal action difficult.
- **Amplification**—harassers can find victims quickly and to connect with others who will join in harassment.
- **Permanence**—some online attacks are difficult to erase (e.g., doxing or sharing a victim’s personal information, like home address and telephone numbers).\textsuperscript{69}

With respect to anonymity, legal action can produce results that can lead to addressing the problem. For example, in the case of \textit{Cohen v. Google},\textsuperscript{70} Vogue magazine cover model Liskula Cohen successfully sued Google in New York state court, forcing the company to reveal the identity of an anonymous blogger who was posting hateful and harassing speech directed at her. The material was not only damaging to her emotionally, but it also impacted her ability to find work.\textsuperscript{71} Once Google reluctantly revealed the identity of the blogger, Cohen’s legal team was able to begin the process of building a defamation suit.\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{64} Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) pt II A (Aust.).
\textsuperscript{66} Jones v. Tohen (2002) FCR 1150 (Aust.).
\textsuperscript{68} Interestingly, Dr. Tohen had been previously detained, prosecuted, and imprisoned in Germany during December 2000 for publishing the same material on the Adelaide Institute website. Tohen was arrested while visiting Germany for a conference and the German court did not find his Australian citizenship or the fact that the website server was located in Australia to be a valid defense. \textit{Germany to pursue Holocaust denier’s arrest}, \textsc{The Jerusalem Post} (Nov. 24, 2008) https://www.jpost.com/jewish-world/jewish-news/germany-to-pursue-holocaust-deniers-arrest.
\textsuperscript{71} See id. at 426.
According to a 2017 study by the Pew Research Center, four in ten Americans reported having personally experienced online harassment. Nearly one in five Americans reported being subject to severe online harassment including sexual harassment or stalking. PEW’s survey demonstrated that cyber harassment typically targets a personal or physical characteristic, like race or ethnicity and gender. It also showed that Americans were divided on the issue of whether protecting free speech or preventing severe online harassment is more important. 45% of Americans said it is “more important to let people speak their minds freely online” while 53% agreed that it is more important for people to “feel welcome and safe online.”

Of particular concern is the vulnerability of youth, who are more frequently victims of discrimination on social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube. Within this group, minority youth are at risk not only because of their minority status, but also because of the amount of time they spend online: “95 percent of youth have access to the [I]nternet . . . and . . . adolescents of color spend 4% more hours per day on average than their white counterparts using various forms of media, including mobile devices.” Moreover, the numbers are on an upward trend.

Some have even argued that it is beyond the capacity of the nation-state as a political unit to control the Internet by means of unilateral state regulation. With respect to racism, it may be that the Internet itself has become essential for racism to thrive and spread because: (1) racist groups have no access to traditional civilian mass media, and the Internet provides them with a platform, (2) they are often internationally organized and the Internet connects people easily from across the world, (3) Internet technology is easy and available at low costs, and (4) repression of racist Internet activity is not efficient, thereby discouraging governments from seeking enforcement against it.

The Council of Europe has addressed this at the international level with adoption of the Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime, Concerning the Criminalisation of Acts of a Racist and Xenophobic Nature Committed Through Computer Systems in 2006. The Protocol is enforced by signatory states, which agree to criminalize within their jurisdictions dissemination of racist and xenophobic threats, insults, propaganda, and other materials via computer systems. It is noteworthy that certain articles in the Protocol are targeted at particularly virulent and prevalent online manifestations of discrimination. For example, Article 5 specifically addresses hate crimes and Article 6 protects against Holocaust denial and the denial of other genocides recognized by international tribunals.

Language in the Protocol’s preamble “[s]tressing the need to secure a full and effective implementation of the Protocol’s provisions, which inter alia allows for a clarification of the definition of hate crimes and the denial of other genocides recognized by international tribunals”.
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implementation of all human rights without any discrimination or distinction, as enshrined in European and other international instruments.\(^{81}\) It implicitly recognizes that this particular international agreement transports the human right of freedom from discrimination from the physical into the digital realm.

Currently, 34 States have ratified the Protocol or acceded to it, and an additional 11 have signed but not yet ratified.\(^{82}\) Yet states are still acting at the state level, despite the expanding international dynamics of this problem. Other rationales for states to restrict xenophobic and racist online discourse may include preservation of public order and protection of the rights of others. Thus, states may restrict discriminatory content by regulating the platform rather than the content itself. In Tanzania, the Cybercrimes Act of 2015 prohibits the production and distribution of racist and xenophobic material.\(^{83}\)

Consequently, although there is regulatory activity in progress surrounding the definition and prohibition of online discrimination, the effective enforcement of this Internet human right will require constant and creative vigilance, special consideration for protecting women and youth minorities, and pressure for technological innovation by social media providers to monitor and regulate their content.

D. Article 3: Right to Life, Liberty, Security

The phraseology of Article 3 includes both a literal and virtual meaning as it exists on the Internet:

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.\(^{84}\)

Unfortunately, the literal version can and has led to mass death in the physical world. This version manifests when a group takes control of key aspects of the Internet to direct conduct in the physical world leading to mass human suffering, not unlike use of the radio in Rwanda in connection with the 1994 genocide.\(^{85}\)

If Article 3’s right to life means anything, it should at least mean the right to continue actually living. Targeted propaganda spread via the Internet to undermine the right to life, leading to mass death in the physical world, is not only a violation of this human right in the civil law context, but also a crime against humanity in the criminal law context. As previously discussed in the case of Article 2’s protection against discrimination, racial denigration via the Internet can have real-world consequences.\(^{86}\) This simultaneously underscores the increasingly inseverable connection between these two worlds, and the need for effective protections in both.

\(^{81}\) Id. at pmbl.
\(^{84}\) UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 3.
\(^{86}\) See generally supra Section C.
Aside from the physical manifestation of life (one's body), the virtual manifestation of life protected by Article 3 exists in the form of one's online identity—an avatar in VR, AR or a computer game, an online personality on a blog, an entertainer or comedian with an alternative personality, etc. This is an area where case law will undoubtedly evolve in the near future. Are these digital forms of oneself imbued with similar protections of life, liberty, and security? Many argue yes, and some states have moved to regulate conduct compromising them.\(^{90}\) Violations of this right commonly take the form of hacking/identity theft, harassment of the virtual being, and deep fakes. While freedom from harassment has been acknowledged as both a problem to be addressed and a right to be protected, it has not been fully transferred and protected in cyberspace as has the protection of one's identity—the violation of which can trigger criminal sanctions if issues surrounding attribution can be overcome.

The segment of the Internet populated by video game usage and interaction presents unique opportunities, depending upon the parameters of the game, for sexual harassment—multi-player VR, environments especially so.\(^{88}\) Instances of female avatars played by women being sexually assaulted by male avatars can, because of the more immersive virtual technology, produce heightened abuse trauma as in the victims as "the line between our real bodies and our digital bodies begins to blur."\(^{89}\)

Game developers have been known to step in to regulate this conduct when they learn of it. This protection is an example of a private sector actor self-regulating a digital platform to effectuate the security aspect of Article 3's right to life, liberty, and security—even absent a government mandate to do so. For example, when a female gamer complained online of the trauma she experienced after her avatar was repeatedly groped and harassed by another player's avatar while playing the virtual reality game QuiVR, the game developers "updated the game's code to include an expanded 'personal bubble'"\(^{88}\) that can be activated by the player's avatar with a "power gesture" to protect them from such harassment.\(^{90}\) Since corporations own the environments within which such conduct might occur, this will likely be the more common mode of enforcement.\(^{91}\)

A 2019 study by the Anti-Defamation League found that 53% of people who reported experiencing harassment were targeted for their "race, religion, ability, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, or ethnicity."\(^{92}\) Researchers argue that women are especially targeted, and when gender-based sexual harassment is dismissed by advising people to simply get offline to avoid the offending

89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Companies such as Microsoft have already published "community standards" for gamers on Xbox that prohibits such conduct. Dave Smith, Most People Who Play Video Games Online Experience 'Severe' Harassment, New Study Finds, BUS. INSIDER (July 25, 2019, 11:08 AM), https://www.businessinsider.com/online-harassment-in-video-games-statistics-2019-7 [https://perma.cc/2W2P-3QAQ].
92. Id.
conduct, it can hamper reporting. Unfortunately, many remedies depend upon attribution of the conduct, and many perpetrators are anonymous.

Online identity theft can be seen as an assault upon the life and security components of Article 3 and occurs in two forms: identity theft for criminal commercial purposes and identity theft via deep fakes to ruin one’s reputation or publicly promote another’s agenda. While criminalization and enforcement has begun at both the international and domestic levels for the first type, similar regulation has been lagging for the second type, leaving victims with the option of pursuing private causes of action as a legal recourse. Hacking and identity theft are the most powerful tools via the Internet for taking over another person’s life in violation of Article 3.

A 2019 study by the online security firm Symantec found that one in ten people are victims of identity theft annually and 21% of them are victimized repeatedly. Recently, hacking has been prevalent in both individual and corporate capacities. On May 7, 2021, Colonial Pipeline, a major pipeline delivering gas, diesel, and jet fuel across the East and Southeast United States, was hacked by a Russian organization called DarkSide. DarkSide had issued a ransom note to Colonial Pipeline, causing the pipeline to shut down for the first time in its 57-year history. The ransom note, demanding around $4.4 million to be paid in crypto currency, was later partially recovered by the Department of Justice’s digital extortion task force.

From a regulatory standpoint, many states must approach this issue by adapting the data security laws they already have in place, although that still might not adequately solve the problem. All fifty states in the U.S. have some form of data-breach notification law, which requires that in the event of a data breach that would potentially affect the state’s residents, the holder of such information must contact the Attorney General of that state to give notice of the data breach.

Also from a security standpoint, as “Internet of Things” becomes more prevalent, concerns have emerged about inherent security flaws and current data security laws which do not apply. Connecting one’s devices to one’s smartphone means that often a hacker only has to successfully

---

94 See also Virtual Rape is Traumatic, but Is It a Crime?, Wired, (May 4, 2007, 12:00 PM), https://www.wired.com/2007/05/sexdrive-0504/ [https://perma.cc/9J5G-UGPS].
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penetrate the phone to then have access to all other equipment and devices that the phone communicates with regularly. "Cybersecurity experts said it's not that difficult for hackers to gain access to 'internet of things' devices, which include Ring security cameras and voice assistants, such as Alexa and Google Home." Attribution of such crimes to those doing the hacking require an investment of resources that law enforcement may not be willing to commit if the crime occurs on an individual level as opposed to the hack and identity theft of millions of victims when a bank or large retailer like Target are involved.

Consequently, Article 3 human rights are beginning to gain traction with respect to not only protections against identity theft and hacking in addition to increased data protection efforts, but also in the area of online gaming, where virtual aspects of individuals should enjoy freedom of life liberty and security. While the former are government-driven efforts, the latter is ultimately controlled by gaming companies and is enforceable only in accordance with their terms of service. Absent increased state regulation in the gaming space, ensuring Article 3 rights for avatars and other virtual creations by humans will be left up to those companies.

E. Article 4: Freedom from Slavery

The UDHR's Article 4 disallows holding people in slavery or servitude and prohibits the slave trade, stating specifically:

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.\(^\text{103}\)

While modern manifestations of slavery and servitude include forced labor in multiple situations such as agriculture, domestic service, and mining, the face of both slavery and the slave trade today is Internet-driven human trafficking for the sex trade.\(^\text{104}\) Although the Internet was never intended for such use, it has greatly accelerated the growth in sex trafficking of minors.

In the United States, 2 out of every 3 children sold for sex are trafficked online. In the United Kingdom, more than 8,500 sexual services ads are posted online every month. . . . The Philippines Department of Justice receives over 3,000 each month of children being sexually exploited and sold online.\(^\text{105}\)

In a speech to the 2019 Alliance Against Trafficking in Persons Conference, U.S. Ambassador to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), John Richmond, noted the


\(^{103}\) UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 4.

\(^{104}\) Erin I. Kunze, Sex Trafficking Via the Internet: How International Agreements Address the Problem and Fail to Go Far Enough, 10 J. High Tech. L. 241, 243 (2010).

The interwoven nature of this crime with the Internet and reminded the conference: "[T]rafficking in persons" does not require the movement of people across a border or even internally within a country. Trafficking is a crime of coercion not a crime of transportation.106

The coercion—whether by recruitment via Facebook or other platforms or retention via threatened release to family members of sexually explicit compromising material—happens online. While slavery in the form of sex trafficking is the real world manifestation of this Internet human right's infringement, the digital component exists in the recruitment and retention of the slave—effectively serving as the digitally coercive chain, first attaching to, and then holding, the victim in place.

Infringement of this Internet human right has been recognized at the international level via the U.N.'s Palermo Protocol on Human Trafficking, which, while adopted in 2000—well before the pervasiveness of the Internet—contains enough elasticity in Article 9's prevention language to permit states to regulate technology in order to prevent trafficking and effectuate this right.107 Technology is, in fact, being utilized by law enforcement to detect trafficked persons (victims) and to discover and track online grooming behaviors (by perpetrators).108

Ideally, national legislation will consider the indispensable online component of this crime. In the U.S., after multiple unsuccessful attempts by prosecutors in the judiciary to hold commonly used online platforms such as Backpage responsible for human trafficking,109 Congress responded statutorily by passing the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA).110 FOSTA amends the Communications Act of 1934 to create an exception for sex trafficking, making it easier to target websites with legal action for enabling such crimes, provides new legal recourse for victims and law enforcement alike, and imposes liability for third-party content on websites that “unlawfully promote or facilitate prostitution and websites that facilitate traffickers in advertising the sale of unlawful sex acts with sex trafficking victims.”111 FOSTA narrows the scope of immunity given by Section 230 and expressly provides that Section 230 has “[n]o effect on sex trafficking law.”112

In the European Union, Directive 2011/36 provides the operative regulatory framework and requires Members States to report on their efforts to the E.U. Anti-Trafficking Coordinator.113

---


108 Richmond, supra note 106.


Pursuant to this law, the European Commission reports bi-annually on progress toward combating human trafficking and, as stated in its 2018 report that while Internet recruitment remains strong, the levels of state investigation and prosecution remain low, thereby lowering the risk faced by perpetrators—especially in E.U. countries where prostitution is legal.114 Thus, a more comprehensive strategy was recommended.115

That conclusion can be taken as a macro-statement for both national and international efforts to combat this conduct and thereby effectuate this human right. Technology must be part of the solution, but as noted above, developments are just now beginning on this front. However, absent the comprehensive strategies, at this point, freedom from slavery as an Internet human right remains recognized but not effectively secured.

F. Article 5: Freedom from Torture and Degrading Treatment

The UDHR’s prohibition on torture and degrading treatment appears in Article 5, which states:

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.116

Translated to the cyber-context, the degrading treatment protected against would not be physical but rather psychological torture—specifically cyber-bullying. Although there is no universally agreed definition of cyber-bullying, there are common features that make it stand out from other online attacks such as harassment: “[Cyberbullying . . . is generally considered to include conduct resulting in ‘willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers, cell phones, and other electronic devices.’]”117

The conversion of this human right to digital form narrows its scope, capturing only the treatment aspect but not the punishment aspect, focusing on the “cruel, inhuman or degrading” component, but not torture. International legal definitions of torture typically entail both a coercive motive and an official component, e.g., state action,118 which would not be present in the cyber context. Cyber-bullying is perpetrated by one individual or group against another, implicating neither state coercion nor action.119
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116 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 5.
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Some have nevertheless concluded that cyber-bullying is a form of torture, even if it does not meet the elements provided in the Convention Against Torture, “CAT”. Both the degree of psychological torture and the dramatically increased adverse consequences lead to that conclusion. Especially among teens, the risk of suicide by victims of cyber-bullying is far higher than victims of traditional bullying. Key differentiators underlying this statistical gap are the anonymity of the perpetrator and the potentially much larger audience that cyber-bullying can create, neither of which exist in the traditional bullying context. Moreover, the statistics are alarming: “about 1 in every 4 teens has experienced cyberbullying, and about 1 in 6 has been a perpetrator. About 1 in 5 tweens, or kids ages 9 to 12, has been involved in cyberbullying...”

Article 5’s protection from cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment in the form of cyberbullying as an Internet human right is codified by many countries and U.S. states. From a regulatory approach, stripping away anonymity is thought to be one method of deterring cyberbullies, since anonymity in some cases actually incentivizes cyberbullying, but may at the same time impact rights to freedom of expression. For example, South Africa has adopted laws to combat cyberbullying that require ISPs to hand over contact details of a harasser online, and China’s approach to tackle cyberbullying includes requiring people to register their real names online, making it easier to track individuals and hold them accountable.

There is a diverse array of strategies employed by countries and U.S. states to tackle cyberbullying:

- **Canada**—Under the Education Act, individuals who engage in cyberbullying face suspension from school. Repeat bullies may also face expulsion and possible jail time.
- **United Kingdom**—Under the Malicious Communications Act, cyberbullying could result in six months or more in prison and a hefty fine.
- **Philippines**—Under Republic Act 10627, it is up to the schools to implement policies to address cyberbullying. If school administrators do not comply with the Republic Act, they face sanctions.
- **Australia**—Under the Federal Nature of Law, cyberbullying laws vary from territory to territory. The laws in each territory take three forms: Actions by state, lawsuit by the victim, and “Articulate of Industry Codes.”

---
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• **United States**—The following states have implemented cyberbullying laws that punish the cyberbully with suspension or expulsion: California, Connecticut, Colorado, and Illinois.

• **Idaho**—Under “Jared’s Law,” a student who engages in cyberbullying is found guilty of a misdemeanor.

• **Hawaii**—Under the SB2094 law, a student who engages in cyberbullying is fined $100 per offense.

• **Louisiana**—Under H.B.1259, Act 989, a student who engages in cyberbullying is fined $500 or imprisonment for up to six months.

• **Maryland**—Under “Grace’s Law,” cyberbullies are charged with a misdemeanor, a prison sentence of one year, and a $500 fine.

• In **New Jersey**, the punishment for cyberbullying ranges anywhere from detention to expulsion.

• **North Carolina**—Under 14-458.1, defendants who are over the age of 18 and engage in cyberbullying are charged with a class one misdemeanor. If the defendant is under the age of 18, they are charged with a class two misdemeanor.

• **Tennessee**—Under S.B.113, a student engaged in cyberbullying and online threats is punished with a misdemeanor, with up to a year imprisonment. The cyberbully also faces a $2,500 fine.

• In **Vermont**, the punishment for cyberbullying is expulsion.

• **Wisconsin**—Under 947.0125, if a student uses computers unlawfully, they are charged with a class B misdemeanor and a fine of $1,000. They could also face a prison sentence of three months. 127

Much progress has been made at the state level to protect individuals from psychological torture and degrading treatment in the form of cyber-bullying, although very little has been accomplished at the international level. Cultural norms may have a dampening effect on such efforts, thereby creating uneven regulation across the Internet. Nonetheless, targeting which disproportionately affects women, children, and minorities in this area continues to drive a sense of urgency by policymakers across states which could mitigate that possibility. 128

### G. Article 6: Right to Recognition Before the Law

Focusing on legal personality, or legal existence, Article 6 provides:

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law. 129

---


129 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 6.
The opposite of this is the right to non-recognition, or anonymity, which more clearly manifests as a form of privacy right. With respect to the positive ascertainment of this right to recognition, there are three ways it can manifest: biased technology, digital inequality, and digital persona. Although there has been more activity in the last area, we argue that the first two also bear mention. It should be noted that we are not exploring issues of “legal identity,” a growing field spurred by implementation of the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16.9, which provides, “By 2030, provide legal identity for all, including birth registration.”

Unlike many of the other rights that tend to focus on an object, such as free exercise of religion or freedom from slavery, that is either objectively discernable or not, the object of Article 6, recognition before the law, is a much more subjective determination in nature. As such, it is more difficult to ascertain this article’s application as an Internet human right because its migration into digital reality is tricky to pin down as it can look like many things. Furthermore, it is entirely dependent upon access, which is not uniformly available, and which raises the predicate question of whether one is entitled to an online right of recognition if one does not have access to the Internet.

Bias in the creation of technology—typically unintentional bias—may create gaps in recognition of the person that violates this Internet human right. In two instances: when programmers fail to recognize a violation and close those gaps when creating an algorithm or AI; then when the algorithm or AI begins running on its own, since it may subsequently create new gaps, or reinforce bias-at-the-formation that it is unable to address, or even fail to recognize that there is a gap that should be closed.

The first instance occurs when technology development teams lack diversity, which can result in biased AI or tech systems. For example, prior to its release, Microsoft’s Kinect gaming system for Xbox was only tested on men ages 18 to 35, which initially resulted in a system that did not recognize women or children. Similarly, development teams have deployed facial recognition systems which can more easily and accurately identify light-skin males, rather than women or darker-skinned people.

The second instance occurs when an algorithm creates its own gaps in recognition—perhaps

130  See infra section 0(discussing UDHR Article 12).
131  See Sustainable Development, U.N. DEP'T OF ECON. AND SOC. AFF., https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal16 [https://perma.cc/TSW3-TLBL] (last visited Apr. 2, 2023). Subsequent to the adoption of the SDGs, the UN’ Economic and Social Council adopted the following definition of legal identity: “[T]he basic characteristics of an individual’s identity, for example, name, sex, and place and date of birth, conferred through registration and the issuance of a certificate by an authorized civil registration authority following the occurrence of birth. In the absence of birth registration, legal identity may be conferred by a legally recognized identification authority; this system should be linked to the civil registration system to ensure a holistic approach to legal identity from birth to death . . .”
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unbeknownst to the programmers or the system operationally deploying the AI.\footnote{Mark MacCarthy, \textit{Fairness in Algorithmic Decision Making}, BROOKINGS (Dec. 6, 2019), https://www.brookings.edu/research/fairness-in-algorithmic-decision-making/ [https://perma.cc/7JJA-ZSHC].} One of the challenges in algorithm bias is that it can grow exponentially (i.e., it reinforces biases in its initial design) and, when this growth occurs, it can have an unintended ripple effect.\footnote{Id.} Neutral algorithm procedures can also produce decisions that disproportionately and systematically harm protected classes.\footnote{Id.} For example, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development brought a suit against Facebook because it used a machine-learning algorithm to select a housing advertiser’s audience in a fashion that excluded certain minority groups.\footnote{\textit{Al Legislation Tracker—U.S., CENTER FOR DATA INNOVATION} (Dec. 2, 2019), https://www.datainnovation.org/ai-policy-leadership/ai-legislation-tracker/ [https://perma.cc/SEE7-JJIZ]; Algorithmic Accountability Act of 2019, S. 1108, 116\textsuperscript{th} Cong. (2019); Commercial Facial Recognition Privacy Act of 2019, S. 847, 116\textsuperscript{th} Cong. (2019).}

Solutions exist for each of these bias problems that would help ensure recognition. Increasing the diversity of both the programmers and test audiences would alleviate the first type, and introducing HITL (human in the loop) processes to check feedback, impact, evolution, and application of deployed algorithmic or AI systems would alleviate the second type. However, reintroducing the human element into an automated system would defeat the purpose of moving to an automated system to some degree. Nevertheless, two bills were introduced in Congress that would address such issues: the Algorithmic Accountability Act of 2019 and the Commercial Facial Recognition Act of 2019.\footnote{ARNOld ROOSENDAAL, \textit{DIGITAL PERSONAE AND PROFILES IN LAW: PROTECTING INDIVIDUALS’ RIGHTS IN ONLINE CONTEXTS}} Although these bills were not passed, they prove that recognition of the bias issue in cyberspace is beginning to coalesce.

Yet, it is the “digital persona” manifestation that perhaps most directly implicates Article 6’s human right to recognition of the person. Digital personae are digital representations of individuals or a “model of an individual’s public personality based on data and maintained by transactions and intended for use as a proxy for the individual.” Digital personae can be projected (how an individual chooses to represent themselves), imposed (created by institutions based on the information they collect about an individual), or a hybrid of the two. An example how these can evolve together arises where an individual provides curated information to create a profile page on Facebook, which is a projected persona. When Facebook combines the user information with data concerning web browsing behavior, this creates an imposed persona.\footnote{Id. at 8-9.}

Digital personae and online profiles represent real-world individuals, meaning that the use of digital personae may have a direct effect on these individuals.\footnote{Id. at 199.} When an individual is “unable to construct his own individual identity in a manner that is free from unreasonable constraints, and in line with his own wishes and desires, the human dignity of this individual is affected.”\footnote{Id. at 8.} The legal personality or legal status of digital personae is still being debated. Although the rights reflected in the UDHR were clearly designed to protect living human beings, it remains unsettled whether attributing
legal status to digital personae may bring protection for the personae (and, thus, indirectly for the individual).

In some ways, this logic relates to the protection of one’s online avatar in a multi-player gaming environment, as discussed with respect to the freedom from harassment.144 However, in this debate over legal personalities, a distinction is made between passive and active digital personas.145 As VR, AR and even gaming experiences in the “metaverse” become more sophisticated and complicated, legal responses including case law and regulation will also likely accompany that evolution.

Another species of the digital persona is the “digital dossier,” which differs from the original version in that another author is introduced to the creation of the digital persona. Digital dossiers are constructed through the flow in information between (1) large computer databases of private-sector companies, (2) public records, and (3) government agencies and law enforcement officials.146 The laws of information privacy are more clearly implicated with respect to the assembly and online creation of digital dossiers. Indeed, the law actively “contributes to the creation of our dossiers by compelling people to give up personal data, placing it in public records, and then allowing it to be amassed by database companies.”147 Thus, in some ways, the digital dossier is very closely akin to the passive digital persona.148

Both the active and passive aspects of digital personae, and certainly in the case of digital dossiers, the individual enjoys no absolute right to control their digital persona. For example, Facebook famously divests users of exclusive rights to content they post on its digital platform.149 The law has begun to take steps to allow individuals to protect and correct their individual digital persons. The Uniform Law Commission has proposed the Uniform Personal Data Protection Act (UPDPA), meant to protect individual data and records held by private-sector companies.150 If adopted, the UPDPA would allow an individual to correct and remove personal data and therefore correct and modify their digital persona.151 Philosophically, control may not be an aspect of recognition before the law. But recognition does imply accuracy in representing who the person is, and if a person lacks control over how they are represented digitally, then such accuracy suffers, and this right is implicated.

The three policy areas chiefly implicated by digital recognition embraced by the Internet version of Article 6, biased technology, digital inequality, and digital persona, are diverse in both scope and application. Consequently, eventual regulation of them will likely look quite different across this

---
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spectrum. For example, rooting out bias from AI design, deployment, and operation will have a very different regulatory footprint than according some form of legal status to digital personae necessary to ensure their protection. Thus, Article 6 exemplifies the need for varied legal approaches to distinct Internet-based issues that must be addressed for it to be said that this particular human right has achieved digital reality. In other words, the splintering of a human right from the physical world into multiple aspects once in cyberspace is a real possibility and an unavoidable component of the transference process.

H. Article 7: Right to Equality Before the Law

UDHR's Article 7 is a more specific, combined, extension of the general right to equality reflected in Article 1 and the general freedom from discrimination reflected in Article 2. Article 7 more precisely requires these two principles be protected before the law. It provides:

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.155

While Article 7's provision of "equal protection of the law..." perhaps steers one towards a due process analysis, we deal with due process issues in the discussion of Articles 8-11, below.154 Instead, we look at Article 7 from the point of view of non-discriminatory access to the Internet. The operative question in this case is under which law are people entitled to equal protection?

Because enforcement of human rights would be at the national level, this provision raises a jurisdictional question. For example, Internet rights afforded to users in one country could well differ from the rights of users in another country. Under different approaches to Internet regulation, which protections (if any) should be granted?

Because this is an Internet human right predicated upon how users interact with the law, this provision also implicates state action. The most common form of state action is on which impedes this right: temporary government shut down of Internet service—either completely or with respect to targeted populations. Thus, the right implicated in cyberspace would be uninterrupted connectivity by avoiding government shutdowns, typically by switching to alternate technology platforms.

Governments often execute only partial, targeted shutdowns, and they avoid complete shutdowns. A report by the Brookings Institution counted 35 such government-controlled Internet shutdowns in a sampling window between January 2015 and November 2016. For example, in October 2016, Turkey shut down the Internet in 11 Kurdish cities across southeastern Turkey after protests broke out in response to the detention of local Kurdish officials by Turkish authorities. "As

152 MORSINK, supra note 24, at 25, 59 (explaining the split between Article 2 and Article 7, which were originally a single non-discrimination article during the UDHR's negotiating process).
153 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 7.
154 See infra sections I-L.
155 Catherine Howell and Darrell West, The Internet as a Human Right, BROOKINGS (Nov. 7, 2016), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/techtank/2016/11/07/the-internet-as-a-human-right/ [https://perma.cc/6N8F-2Q8K].
156 India Ashok, Turkey Use Emergency Decree to Shut Down Internet in 11 Kurdish Cities Amid Widespread Protests, INT'L BUS. TIMES (Oct. 28, 2016), https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/turkey-uses-emergency-decree-shut-down-internet-11-kurdish-cities-amid-
much as 8% of Turkey’s entire infrastructure have been rendered unreachable and affected around six million people.”

Under the discrimination prong, governments could violate this right by blocking access to certain Internet content or certain websites. For example, Russia and Kazakhstan have laws that permit blocking “extremist” websites without any judicial oversight, and it is in the discretion of the government as to what is considered “extremist.” Relatedly, tracking individual Internet usage is a practice that may build a datapoint that the government can use to target shut-downs. For instance, Nigeria has a law requiring Internet cafes to keep logs of customers who come into their shops and use their computers. These logs may be used in violation of this right, if they are used to block access to the Internet.

For purposes of Article 7, attempted control by “Big Tech” companies or by individuals would not qualify due to the nexus with “the law.” In fact, in the United States, Big Tech is commonly protected from legal action regarding policing of content on their platforms. For example, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996 in the United States shields ISPs, social media sites, and streaming services from lawsuits over content provided by others, although the Justice Department has recently proposed rolling back some of these protections in order to induce more active policing by these companies.

That said, it is not so clear how this right would work when the controller—or the object of the control—is a government official using a private platform. The social media accounts of public officials are “now among the most significant forums for discussion of government policy.” Still, a U.S. federal court ruled that President Trump could not block critics from his Twitter account under the First Amendment. Although the blocking feature is available to all Twitter users, President Trump’s use of blocking of certain followers was unacceptable because the president’s Twitter account is “one of the White House’s main vehicles for conducting official business.” Nevertheless, Twitter began labeling President Trump’s tweets as “manipulated media.” Similarly, Facebook removed a
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Some countries have turned their efforts to protecting Internet rights, pledging to avoid shutdowns. For example, Brazil passed its Marco Civil da Internet ("Internet Bill of Rights")\footnote{Marco Civil da Internet, Law No. 12,965, de Apr. 23, 2014, Official Gazette D.O.U. No. 77 de Apr. 24, 2014 (Braz.). See also Scola, supra note 158.} that includes net neutrality and privacy protections. India relaxed a rule on Internet access and content that had been put into place following riots a year prior.\footnote{Scola, supra note 158.} However, technology itself may be the best recourse against repressive regimes bent on temporarily shutting down the Internet or parts thereof.

Internet activists have figured out creative ways around restrictions. Greatfire, for instance, provides a service that takes online content blocked in China and hosts it on global platforms (like Amazon servers). This makes it difficult for the Chinese government to block the content, both politically and technologically. Workarounds such as this have kept widespread political protests going in Hong Kong\footnote{Matthew De Silva, Hong Kong Protesters Are Once Again Using Mesh Networks To Preempt An Internet Shutdown, QUARTZ (Sept. 3, 2019), https://qz.com/1701045/hong-kong-protesters-use-bridgefy-to-preempt-internet-shutdown [https://perma.cc/74BW-M7T6].} and Iran\footnote{Mehr Nadeem, How the Iranian Diaspora is Using Old-School Tech to Fight Internet Shutdown at Home, REST OF WORLD (Sep. 24, 2020), https://restofworld.org/2020/cat-and-mouse-censorship/ [https://perma.cc/QM49-CQS9].} when the government seeks to disrupt Internet-based communications among protestors (thereby disrupting the political movement) and between protestors and the outside world (thereby muzzling their message to the world community).\footnote{Ivana Kottasova and Sara Mazloumsaki, The ‘Internet As We Know It’ Is Off In Iran. Here’s Why This Shutdown Is Different, CNN (Nov. 19, 2019), https://www.cnn.com/the-internet-as-we-know-it-is-off-in-iran-heres-why-this-shutdown-is-different/18778492/?version=amp [https://perma.cc/4SZZ-QNE1].}

Consequently, Article 7’s transforms into an Internet human right to freedom from temporary government shutdown of service. However, this right is in tension with what many authoritarian governments consider to be their internal sovereign power to maintain order. As a result, citizens’ challenges to such “order,” especially political challenges, are unlikely to be successful in effectuating this human right, and international action will be needed in this regard.

I. Article 8: Right to Remedy

What is a right without a remedy? Chief Justice John Marshall observed in Marbury v. Madison,\footnote{Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137 (1803).} “The government of the United States has been emphatically termed a government of laws, and not of men. It will certainly cease to deserve this high appellation, if the laws furnish no remedy for the violation of a vested legal right.”\footnote{Id. at 163.} There are two parts, then, to the analysis of UDHR Article 8’s promise:

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals.

\footnotesize
167 Marco Civil da Internet, Law No. 12,965, de Apr. 23, 2014, Official Gazette D.O.U. No. 77 de Apr. 24, 2014 (Braz.). See also Scola, supra note 158.
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171 Ivana Kottasova and Sara Mazloumsaki, The ‘Internet As We Know It’ Is Off In Iran. Here’s Why This Shutdown Is Different, CNN (Nov. 19, 2019), https://www.cnn.com/the-internet-as-we-know-it-is-off-in-iran-heres-why-this-shutdown-is-different/18778492/?version=amp [https://perma.cc/4SZZ-QNE1].
for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.174

In this case, it is the Council of Europe that provides clear guidance. It states that "individuals have the right to an effective remedy when human rights are restricted or violated."175 A remedy is not always tied to legal action, but the Council notes whatever the avenue for seeking a remedy, the remedy should be accessible and affordable.176 Moreover, remedy types are as varied as the claims. The Council cites the following examples of effective remedies: inquiry, explanation, reply, correction, apology, reinstatement, reconnection, and compensation.177

In the digital realm, under the Council of Europe’s guidance, both ISP’s and Member State governments can also be obligated to provide such remedies. Internet service providers have an obligation to inform users about their rights, freedoms, remedies, and how to obtain them.178 As an example, Google Search’s European branch contains information in a readily accessible format on their FAQ page about how to petition Google to take down information according to their rights under Article 12.179 Further, Internet users should also have effective remedies against measures of internet disconnection, which could require the ISP to inform users about the grounds and legal basis for disconnection measures.180

However, this schema deputizes private corporations as both the forum to hear remedy claims and to grant or deny remedies. For example, Facebook has created what some are referring to as a “Supreme Court” of up to 40 outside individuals to hear appeals from users whose content has been removed from the platform and make a recommendation to the company.181 The draft bylaws lay out a straightforward process, albeit one that may call upon users to assemble more information than perhaps a reasonable user is capable of assembling—such as the extent to which other users are harmed by the removal of the original post.182

Likewise, YouTube has created a video removal and appeals process that has resulted in an overwhelming denial rate. “YouTube’s latest transparency report suggests its appeals process is failing creators. Last quarter, YouTube removed 5.9 million videos from the platform. It received just 108,779 appeals, but it only reinstated 23,471 of those videos. That means roughly 78 percent of appeals were rejected.”183 Users have called for an overhaul of the process and placing it under the control of an
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182 See id. (detailing the requirements laid out by Facebook’s proposed appeals process).
183 Christine Fisher, Youtube’s Appeal Process is Largely Ineffective, ENGADGET (Feb. 28, 2020, 4:10 PM),
outside third party. “While cleaning up the platform is a good thing, the fact that YouTube shoots down the vast majority of appeals is not—especially if you’re a creator who relies on the platform as a source of income.”

While it is no more a “competent tribunal” than Facebook or Twitter, Google essentially acts as a court when determining to delist content; but without any of the public oversight a court would face. Regarding this schema, a special rapporteur for the International Law Commission said, “Complex questions of fact and law should generally be adjudicated by public institutions, not private actors whose current processes may be inconsistent with due process standards and whose motives are principally economic.” This observation poses an interesting policy question about private companies monitoring or policing content. Facebook and Twitter are not “competent national tribunal[s],” so to what extent do they have the power to make determinations about potential human rights violations or remedies? When Google decides to delist content, it is still answerable to the Data Protection Authority if that content should be delisted but was not? But note that there is no protection going the other way—when information is delisted but should not have been, where is the remedy?

Consequently, remedies for infringement of Internet human rights offered by states are going to look quite different from those stemming from companies. On the state side, full or partial government shutdown of Internet access by authoritarian regimes during periods of political and social unrest or perceived national security threats is a main driver violating this promise. On the company side, remedies may exist within relevant terms of service for users of particular platforms; however, these may prove inadequate or unsatisfactorily address the rights violation at hand. In extreme cases, courts may step in to mandate further remedies, such as in the case of Google being ordered to design and operate a right to be forgotten within the E.U., but this possibility remains the exception rather than the rule.

**J. Article 9: Freedom from Arbitrary Detention**

Designed to prohibit holding or banishing people against their will, UDHR’s Article 9 states:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest detention or exile.

In the absence of any known case law or official interpretation of what exile means in the context of Article 9, averring that “exile” may be the equivalent of being banned from a site or app and recognizing that in the United States such banishment has usually been approached from a freedom of expression context. Thus, while the real-world analogues of arrest and detention do not easily translate to the digital world, the exile component, or “lock out,” does. In the context of Internet human
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Influencers, is a repeat offender. Although social media use can assume commercial contexts as with gaming YouTubers, policies/ enforcement-options [https://perma.cc/2J2M-WXP6] (last visited Apr. 2023) (explaining violation of terms of service). Instagram and TikTok will institute "shadow bans"—where the user’s content is hidden from other users or the functionality somehow restricted, without the user’s knowledge—on individual accounts whose posts violate terms of service.192

Social media companies establish levels of enforcement, however, before finally arriving at digital exile. For example, Twitter may take enforcement actions at the “tweet-level,” direct message level, or account level, depending upon the type of violative posting involved and whether the poster is a repeat offender who has been instructed to cease making similar posts.193 While targeted threats and abusive content are grounds for exile from Twitter,194 misuse of a platform to spread lies, conspiracy theories, and propaganda during political campaigns has led to such bans as well. During the 2020 U.S. presidential election, Twitter deactivated more than 7,000 accounts and limited 150,000...
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others that were run by or associated with the extreme right-wing QAnon political conspiracy group.195 The bases for enforcement included platform manipulation, spamming, or ban evasion.196

Unlike digital exile, which is the result of corporate decision-making, the issue of inmate access to the Internet implicates state rather than private action. In some countries, those who are incarcerated by the state are often not afforded certain rights during the period of their incarceration. The right to bear arms or the right to privacy—rights which are irreconcilable with their incarceration—may be limited during the period of incarceration.197 Other rights, such as voting rights, can either be continued or suspended for inmates while in prison, and then be restored upon completion of sentence.198 Conversely, procedural due process rights199 and protections against cruel and unusual punishment200 continue to be guaranteed for inmates serving their sentences.

Whether and to what extent inmates should be allowed Internet access while in prison is an unsettled question laden with many considerations. For example, should inmates convicted of cybercrimes then be allowed back into cyberspace while in prison? Is this the equivalent of returning the weapon used to commit the crime to the perpetrator? Ultimately, in the absence of an international norm, the decision on whether to grant Internet access to inmates rests with each state.

Belgium and the United States have approached this issue with drastic differences. In Belgium, authorities have deployed a technological innovation known as PrisonCloud that enables inmates to access the Internet, surf the web to approved sites, watch films, play video games, and make calls.201 This has not sat well with many in Belgian society, who liken incarceration in facilities with PrisonCloud such as Breven, outside Antwerp, to staying at a hotel.202 One particularly upsetting fact for some is that inmates can actually view pornographic films if they pay to view.203

In the United States, advocates for allowing inmates Internet access argue that "Whether that right should extend to prisoners should settle not on the effectiveness of prison as punishment but on
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the public good it could generate for society,” noting that greater access could help ameliorate the revolving door phenomenon—wherein 2/3 of released prisoners end up back in prison within three years of release.204 This phenomenon they say, is especially true when phone and Internet use has become such an integral part of daily modern life.205 Greater access is also encouraged for greater development, gaining more education, and remaining connected with family.206 “Aside from limited connections at a handful of juvenile detention facilities, there’s no way for America’s 2.3 million inmates to access the internet.”"207

With Article 9, we see once again a blend of private and public regulatory approaches to digital exile and Internet access by incarcerated individuals. Digital exile is the result of a tech company like a social media platform deciding that someone should either be temporarily suspended or permanent banned from the area it controls in cyberspace. The notice aspect of due process may be fulfilled in the company’s terms of service, but the hearing aspect may or may not meaningfully occur before the individual is suspended. Similarly, reinstatement may occur rather arbitrarily, with little to no procedure.

Internet rights of the incarcerated, in the form of state-controlled access, while more regularized, are still developing. Both areas of regulation and enforcement have quite a way to go before Article 9’s vision can be digitally realized.

K. Article 10: Right to a Fair Trial

With a focus on impartial process, according to UDHR’s Article 10:

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.208

Protecting human rights (including due process under law, privacy and freedom of expression) whilst combating cybercrime is a prime example of the expression of rights in Article 10.209 Cybercrime
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209 A full examination of legal issues around cybercrime is beyond the scope of this article. For a general introduction to the range of legal issues around cybercrime see WORLD BANK, Combating Cybercrime: Tools and Capacity Building for Emerging Economies, World Bank (2017), www.combatingcybercrime.org [https://perma.cc/FSKX-FKIF] [hereinafter Toolkit]
charges are typically treated as regular crimes. Although the evidence might be different, they are aggregated with digital forensics, prosecuted according to the same standards and in the same courts as other crimes, and those who face cybercrime charges are afforded the same fair trial and procedural guarantees. Cybercrimes generally fall into the following categories, as set forth in the Budapest Convention:\(^{210}\)

- illegal access\(^{211}\)
- illegal interception of data\(^{212}\)
- data interference\(^{213}\)
- system interference\(^{214}\)
- misuse of devices\(^{215}\)
- computer-related forgery\(^{216}\)
- computer-related fraud\(^{217}\)
- child pornography\(^{218}\)
- IPR infringement\(^{219}\)
- aiding and abetting\(^{220}\)

Translated into the jargon of criminal law and procedure, these criminalized activities and conduct are sometimes referred to as follows:\(^{221}\)

- phishing/spoofing (defined as unlawfully accessing a computer without authorization; this includes federally outlawed spam)
- blackmail/extortion (including the use of ransomware)
- hacking/accessing stored communications
- non-delivery of merchandise (devising a scheme to defraud using the Internet)
- electronic harassment (including cyberbullying in some states)

\(^{210}\) Convention on Cybercrime, Budapest, Ch. 2, § 1, Nov. 23, 2001, E.T.S. 185.

\(^{211}\) Id. at § 1, art. 2 (defining criminal illegal access as “the access to the whole or any part of a computer system without right” with the potential for Parties to include additional requirements of intent).

\(^{212}\) Id. at att. 3.

\(^{213}\) Id. at att. 4.

\(^{214}\) Id. at att. 5.

\(^{215}\) Id. at att. 6.

\(^{216}\) Id. at att. 7.
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\(^{218}\) Id. at att. 9.
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INTERNET HUMAN RIGHTS

- prostitution
- drug trafficking
- identity theft
- business e-mail compromise (BEC)
- online predators
- human trafficking
- hate speech

In the U.S. federal government, the Department of Justice has a special Computer Crime & Intellectual Property Section, which, according to its mission:

[P]revents, investigates and prosecutes computer crimes by working with other government agencies, the private sector, academic institutions, and foreign counterparts. Section attorneys work to improve the domestic and international infrastructure—legal, technological, and operational—to pursue network criminals most effectively.222

Many U.S. states223 and other countries also have their own cybercrime law enforcement units.224

Because cybercrimes are rarely contained within one jurisdiction—a single instance can travel the world over, targeting victims in other countries—global efforts have begun to study the problem and coordinate responses which would eventually lead to investigation and prosecution under the fair trial standards contemplated in Article 10.225 However, these efforts have been hampered by inadequate data collection and outdated methods of investigatory and prosecutorial coordination across jurisdictions.226 A U.N. study found that most of the nearly 70 U.N. Member States surveyed were not able to provide cybercrime enforcement statistics.227 Only six of the countries, mostly in Europe, were able to calculate the average number of persons brought into formal contact with law enforcement authorities per recorded offences related to illegal access and computer-related fraud and forgery.228

Yet another aspect of ensuring Article 10’s contemplated fair trial for accused cyber criminals as an Internet human right is the reliable chain of custody involved in the collecting the digital evidence
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needed for such a trial. Once collected, the digital evidence must then undergo judicial scrutiny to determine admissibility in furtherance of a fair trial. While courts in western industrialized democracies have well-developed systems to consider admissibility, many other countries do not. Thus, a “Harmonized Model for Digital Evidence Admissibility Assessment” has been developed to help fill this gap globally. A court can utilize this model in three phases: phase one determines legality of digital evidence seized (compliance with search and seizure rules) and forensic relevance (does the digital evidence link the perpetrator with the crime?); phase two assesses the integrity of the digital evidence and weighs the credibility of expert witnesses and the quality of assessment by digital forensics labs; and phase three determines admissibility once the reliability of the evidence is established. Justice systems utilizing such adapted techniques should be able to wed those to existing fair trial standards in their countries to effectuate Article 10’s right to a fair trial as an Internet human right.

Such a unifying system of fair trial rights for cybercrimes holds the potential for bringing Article 10’s promise into the digital realm. However, state-centric differences in approaches to criminal justice that embody divergent cultural values auger against quick resolution in this area. Moreover, although a treaty-based cybercrime effort is currently underway in the United Nations, it has yet to garner support from key sectors necessary for a consensus to move the process forward. This Russian-sponsored effort, however, is widely understood to be a pretense for altering the currently prevailing multistakeholder Internet governance paradigm and undermining human rights—and less about reducing cybercrime itself. Consequently, with no credible effort on the table to replace the Budapest Convention framework, state-by-state criminalization and enforcement against the cybercrimes discussed here hold more promise in this area.

L. Article 11: Presumption of Innocence and Criminal Procedure

UDHR’s Article 11 establishes a detailed baseline for criminal prosecutions that incorporates many general principles of criminal procedure. Specifically, it provides:

(1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent


231 Albert Antwi-Bonsuako & Hein Venter, Implementing the Harmonized Model for Digital Evidence Admissibility Assessment, in ADVANCES IN DIGITAL FORENSICS XV, IFIP AICT 569, 19–36 (Gilbert Peterson & Suject Shenos eds., 2019).
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until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. (2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.235

Broken down, Article 11 implicates at least the following elements of criminal procedure:

- presumption of innocence
- guilt proven in accordance with the law
- public trial
- defense rights
- no ex post facto application of law
- no ex post facto application of harsher punishment

As in the case of the fair trial provisions of Article 10, most of these safeties are already in place in most justice systems where an accused cyber criminal may find themselves prosecuted;236 thus, their Internet human rights with respect to criminal procedure guarantees under Article 11 would be accorded as a matter of course just as in the case of a perpetrator of a non-cybercrime. The main exception that requires more exploration is the right to a presumption of innocence.

While the presumption of innocence may be guaranteed by law, such presumption in the Internet age as an Internet human right can be easily turned into a widespread presumption of guilt, as media coverage now includes peoples’ unfiltered opinions from social media platforms, rather than sourcing information from more traditional journalistic media (newspapers and television programs) that have built-in editorial control over coverage of criminal prosecutions. An Australian study of Internet impact on judicial process noted, “social media empowers anyone to be a publisher. The ability to publish is therefore readily available to people who do not have a professional background in respect of the matters about which they are communicating and whose thoughts and opinions are not fact-checked by anyone.”237 That exacerbated impact of uninformed opinion can result in what the U.K.’s former Attorney General, Dominic Grieve, has called “trial by Google.”238
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Short of doing away with juries and moving to bench trials,^^239^ jury training, stringent jury instructions, and effective contempt and enforcement procedures may be the only real way to tamp down on misuse of social media by jury members.^^240^ In the U.K., for instance, a juror was sentenced to eight months in prison for exchanging messages on Facebook with the accused in addition to searching for information about the other defendant while she was serving on the jury in this drug trial. Both actions which were violation of the judicial instructions about Internet use by jurors.^^241^ Consequently, the rest of the criminal procedure rights identified in Article 11 would normally equally exist as Internet human rights that would be afforded to defendants in the normal course of prosecutions and an ordinary human right afforded to defendants in non-cybercrime prosecutions. Although not unresolvable, the presumption of innocence problem in the Internet age, combined with misuse of social media by juries, are problematic features to address in fully according this right.

M. Article 12: Right to Privacy

The right to privacy articulated in UDHR’s Article 12 is a broad one, and has served as part of the basis for modern day data protection laws.^^242^ This right received special treatment in a 2016 U.N. General Assembly resolution on the right privacy in the digital age.^^243^ Article 12 provides:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.^^244^

While the theme of data protection is beyond the scope of this article, the authors do look at how data protection and privacy have merged as means to protect a person’s on-line rights in data about them, mainly through the lens of the application of Article 12 through the exercise of the right to be forgotten. The first clause extends the privacy protection for an individual to the family and home of that individual as well as the individual’s correspondence. The second clause protects the individual against slander, libel, defamation, and misinformation. As an Internet human right, the first clause would include protection against unwarranted government surveillance, preservation of online anonymity and the “right to be forgotten;” and the second clause would include combatting online “character assassination.”

The next aspect of Article 12’s protection, online anonymity, is related to the discussion of digital personas and recognition on the Internet, but presents the obverse—i.e., is there a right not to

^^239^ JAMES G. APPLE & ROBERT P. DEYLING, A PRIMER ON THE CIVIL-LAW SYSTEM 26-27 (1995) (discussing differences between common law and civil law actions, the latter of which usually do not have juries).

^^240^ Johnston, supra note 237, at 23–25.
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be recognized online? Linking online anonymity with the ability to exercise free online expression, a special rapporteur for the U.N. Human Rights Council found that encryption and anonymity are essential to securing free expression.\footnote{Sir David Kaye (Special Rapporteur) Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, ¶ 57, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/29/32 (May 22, 2015).} Human Rights Watch explains why this may be the case, especially in repressive societies: “Strong encryption and anonymity are critical for protecting human rights defenders, journalists, and ordinary users in the digital age. . . . Encryption allows us to preserve a safe, private space for free expression at a time when governments are expanding invasive surveillance worldwide.”\footnote{Id. (Visit last visited Mar. 30, 2023).}

Akin to maintaining online anonymity is the effort to achieve it in some degree by expunging online information about oneself—otherwise known as the right to be forgotten. In 2014, the European Court of Justice, implementing a pair of E.U. Directives on data protection and privacy, ruled in favor of a Spanish plaintiff who had petitioned Google.es to take down decade-old searchable information about his prior conviction for real estate fraud because it was limiting his ability to work; Google refused, claiming it was not a content provider only a search engine.\footnote{Kelly & Satola, supra note 7, at 5-12.} The ECJ found that Google was in fact engaged in data processing, thereby implicating the two E.U. Directives, and so the company must establish a system within each of the E.U. Member States whereby individuals could petition for online material about them.\footnote{Id. at 7-10.}

Google subsequently established panels that review requests in each Member State on a case-by-case basis\footnote{Id. at 16-17.} but which focus on removal, or delisting, for requests dealing with minors, sensitive personal information, lack of public interest, and the area of criminal law exonerations, acquittals, or spent convictions.\footnote{European Privacy Requests Search Removal, GOOGLE TRANSPARENCY REPORT HELP CTY., https://support.google.com/transparencyreport/answer/7347822?hl=en [https://perma.cc/64PT-FB57] (last visited Mar. 30, 2023).} As of March 2023, nearly 1.4 million requests have been registered to delist nearly 5.4 million webpages from Google’s search results, with about a 50% request approval rate.\footnote{Id.} The sites most impacted include Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.\footnote{Id.}

Most recently in December 2022, the ECJ ruled on two questions referred by the German courts: (1) how to balance erasure rights against freedom of expression when the information returned by the search engine is allegedly inaccurate, and (2) whether thumbnail images can also be delisted.\footnote{Id. (Visit last visited Mar. 30, 2023).} The court ruled that while the burden to demonstrate “manifest inaccuracy” rests with the requester, it is up to the search engine operator to balance that request against free speech concerns; moreover, “the
operator of the search engine cannot be required to investigate the facts. 254 Thus, Google can take at face value an inaccuracy based delisting request without verifying the claim. As to the second question, the court said yes, a thumbnail image should in principle be erased along with the underlying webpage so that searchers cannot get to the erased page via an image search. 255

Overall, after an initial spike in the wake of the ECJ decision, delisting requests have remained relatively constant. 256 Nevertheless, whether achieved at the outset by remaining anonymous or subsequently through the right to be forgotten, online anonymity as an expression of the Internet human right to privacy has its limits—specifically with regard to online character assassination and online defamation: libel (written defamation as in a blog post), or slander (oral defamation as via a YouTube video).

Victims of online character assassination can suffer debilitating psychological trauma. 257 Fairness as a general consideration, perhaps, calls on those who exorcise another's reputation to identify themselves (even without the establishment of a clear rule on this, since one has not yet emerged in the United States). 258 In Australia, a court ordered Google to divulge "any personal details such as any names, phone numbers, location metadata and IP addresses linked to the account" of an individual who had posted a bad review of a dentist online and thereby damaged the dentist's business. 259 Platforms can also face financial consequences for allowing fake reviews to damage businesses. A Dutch court in Amsterdam, for example, ordered Google to pay $1,600 to a nursery that was damaged by four fake online reviews that although identified by Google pursuant to a court order, were not removed. 260

Online character assassination and defamation, like cybercrimes, are often not restricted to single jurisdictions—especially where the offending conduct posts to a global Internet platform; consequently, redressing such incursions against the reputation protection aspect of the Internet human right to privacy may require national courts to consider transnational issues. 261 In 2019, an Austrian
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court ordered Facebook to take down a disparaging and defamatory comment in Austria about a politician in the Green Party, but the E.U. Court of Justice’s Advocate General, Maciej Szpunar, said courts could order platforms like Facebook to take down their material worldwide because the European law on electronic commerce “does not regulate the territorial scope of an obligation to remove information disseminated via a social network platform.” This is in direct contrast to delisting under the E.U.’s right to be forgotten, where delisted URLs are only removed within the scope of Google Search’s European purview.

A key aspect of Article 12’s right to privacy, the right to be forgotten, has been taken up by a court with jurisdiction, converted into a fully enforceable online right, and turned over to a corporation for manifestation and enforcement. Other aspects, such as protection against online defamation, remain enforced case-by-case in regular courts as a component of tort law. ISP’s in both instances seek to avoid liability but their efforts have produced mixed results. Other than GDPR in the EU, privacy as an Internet human rights appears to be a court-driven right rather than a legislative one. Therefore, continued monitoring of judicial activity in this area is necessary to chart further development.

N. Article 13: Freedom of Movement

Article 13 is divided into two freedoms of movement: within one’s country, and across borders to and from other countries. The Internet is both border-bound, as to the ability of states to restrict digital movement within a country (that power typically stops at a state’s borders), and borderless, as to both content and access—which in our globalized world are difficult to restrain to a specific state. Article 13 states:

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state. (2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.

Applied to the Internet, this right ensures freedom of digital movement. So for example, under the first prong, one may move digitally within a country from one city to another unrestricted. Under the second prong, that same person should then be able to digitally move on from that country to another equally unimpeded. While it has been classically assumed that anyone can go anywhere on the Internet, “positive” regulation has been lacking. This has left space for countries to “negatively” regulate—effectively restricting freedom of digital movement as well as data portability to varying degrees, both of which would allow individuals to move their own data from one service provider to another, enhancing the agency of people over their data.

Geoblocking restricts free digital movement across the global Internet based upon geographic

SXRY]. The Australian High Court ruled that this case could be brought in Australia because that was the place of the “publication” that harmed his reputation, stating that “[h]arm to reputation is done when a defamatory publication is comprehended by the reader, the listener, or the observer.” Id.

262 EU Legal Expert Says Online Defamation Enforceable Worldwide, AP (June 4, 2019) https://apnews.com/5ff1e6534c3944babb2a6c5a95a95b5 [https://perma.cc/9872-FL2X].
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264 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 13.

location of the user that is determined via geolocation technology and by national laws. With respect to a user being blocked based upon the country they logged onto the Internet from, the experience can be frustrating—for example not being able to stream a service that one has paid for or being not being able to use Wi-Fi enabled telecommunications from one country to the next. How widespread is the geoblocking phenomenon? A 2018 study for the Internet Measurement Conference found that out of 177 countries studied, only one—Seychelles—did not have some form of geoblocking activity. Geoblocking is becoming more and more prevalent. Based upon geoblocking data shared for Cloudflare, AppEngine, and CloudFront, which host clients at the enterprise business level, according to one source, users in Russia, Iran, Cuba, Sudan, China, Nigeria, and Syria experienced the highest rates of being blocked based on their geographic location.

It is possible to circumvent geoblocking, but this evasion takes some effort and determination. Among the techniques used to access geoblocked content or services are remote access to computers in other countries, utilizing dial-up services to an ISP abroad, or resorting to file-sharing piracy techniques. However, the most common form of circumvention is the use of a proxy. Circumvention is a form of self-help to ensure one’s unimpeded digital movement as an Internet human right, but it is not one that would be widely available to the general public given the level of technical knowledge and skill it requires.

With respect to those who are subjected to geoblocking, it cannot be assumed that every instance of blocking is actually blocking a bona fide human being entitled to Article 13’s protection of free digital movement. Moreover, private corporations may engage in geoblocking for perfectly benign, market-driven reasons, or to comply with local government regulations. Regardless of motive, however, the result remains the same—the potential for restriction of free digital movement by an individual, the splintering of the internet, and the potential removal of individuals from the digital market based on geographic location. It would not be hard to imagine a company targeting removal by postal code or telephone area code based upon that code’s economic affluence or some other demographic feature. The reverse may be true as well. Companies may engage in predatory practices by targeting socio-economically poor geographic areas with predatory lending offers, thereby leaving out geographically affluent areas.

When considering its strategy to tackle this issue, the European Union identified that geoblocking poses a significant threat to the integrity of Europe’s Single Market, as it fosters division
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and fragmentation in the digital realm.\textsuperscript{275} That conclusion was borne out by data from consumer complaints: “74% of the complaints received by the European Consumer Centres Network regarding price differences or other geographical discrimination faced by consumers relate to online cross-border purchases.”\textsuperscript{276} The E.U.’s responded to excessive geoblocking activity with regulation, adopted in 2018, meant to address the issue as it affects the Single Market.\textsuperscript{277}

The E.U.’s approach attempts to balance valid versus invalid geoblocking activity. Article 3 covers “Access to online transfers.”\textsuperscript{278} Similarly, Article 4 addresses access to goods or services.\textsuperscript{279} This regulation is part of the E.U.’s Digital Single Market Strategy (DSMS), which was adopted in 2015 to identify and remove barriers to further single market integration in the digital sector.

The promise of this regulation is that it “could boost the EU economy by generating an additional 415 billion EUR in annual growth.”\textsuperscript{280} Some argue, however, the E.U.’s DSMS is too ambitious, noting, “the European Union still is a patchwork of national online markets. This limits both the supply and demand of new digital services throughout Europe. According to the EC, ‘persistent fragmentation is stifling Europe’s competitiveness in the digital economy.’”\textsuperscript{281} Together with widespread ambivalence towards Internet commerce in certain population sectors and fear of identity theft in others, the DSMS does not adequately take into account differences in digital development. For example, there’s a marked difference between the more advanced Scandinavian countries and the less advanced southeast European states.\textsuperscript{282} “Consequently, the DSMS is being developed against a backdrop of nascent rather than fully evolved digital engagement.”\textsuperscript{283}

Freedom of online movement is an area that remains unregulated. It is perhaps the oldest freedom assumed by the underlying structure of the Internet since its earliest days—namely that anyone can navigate anywhere to find anything. That underlying assumption of Internet operability, however, creates space for states, especially authoritarian states, to restrict freedom of online movement in furtherance of their own autocratic agendas. Consequently, until this freedom is guaranteed at the international level, or otherwise guarded by a large number of states, from a regulatory perspective, Article 13 will remain an assumption that can by undercut by states seeking to restrict movement.

\textit{O. Article 14: Right to Asylum}

What is digital asylum? Article 14 of the UDHR provides:
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(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution. (2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.284

The closest analogues to this right may be freedoms from censorship and access to VPN's abroad, both discussed above.285 But with respect to asylum, context is important. The individual asserting this right must be persecuted for political reasons. Thus, a political activist in one country speaking out against their home government, whose social media platforms are hacked by the government or shut down completely, could feasibly assert an Article 14 right to access a social media platform in another country. If this individual attempted to avoid censorship via use of the Internet through an access point in another country, employment of a VPN would be the most likely method route to do so.286

VPNs are legal to use in many countries, but using one for illegal purposes is still illegal. Moreover, some states such as Russia, China, North Korea, and Iraq have banned their use entirely.287 To capture the conduct of the political activist mentioned above, the law criminalizing use of VPNs in their home country would need to be drafted so as to encompass that individual's use of the VPN outside of the country as well as inside. Moreover, the intent aspect would need clarification—for example, some VPNs are used merely for privacy protection,288 while others are used for entertainment. For example, some Netflix content is prohibited in certain countries; using a VPN allows users to circumvent internet blocks.289 While this activity is arguably not illegal, it does violate Netflix's terms of use.290

But corporate permission is not as important as state permission. The entire premise of asylum law is that an individual is granted permission by a state to reside within that state once that person proves to the host state's satisfaction that they are being persecuted by their home state for political reasons.291 Thus, for the digital version of Article 14 right to asylum to play out completely, our hypothetical political activist would need to access a state-sponsored (or contracted) VPN with in another country with permission once this dissident proves to that country that their home country is persecuting them. To date, no such VPNs have been made available by states to cyber-asylum seekers; however, that is not to say that it couldn’t be done.
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Perhaps the clearer analogy would be the Internet human right following the physical person into an asylum situation—such as Julian Assange being able to use the Internet within the Ecuadorian embassy in London where he was sheltered from British authorities for three years. Mr. Assange’s digital asylum would be coterminous with his physical asylum.

Access to a VPN allows a person who is digitally persecuted or repressed to seek digital asylum and continue to enjoy the benefits of free political speech and thought. While a comprehensive body of asylum law has developed since the UDHR was promulgated, the likelihood of extending such rights into cyberspace is currently without much traction. For now, Article 14’s promise of asylum in the online context is dependent upon an opportunistic marriage of an ingenuity and technological availability on an individual basis.

P. Article 15: Right to Nationality

“Digital citizenship” currently has no foundation beyond the physical location of where individuals are when accessing the Internet, an individual’s Internet persona or online identity, and an individual’s right to anonymity. The UDHR’s Article 15 provides:

(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality. (2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality.292

As mentioned above in the discussion relating to Article 6, digital identity is beyond the scope of this article. And while there are many ways in which a person can demonstrate or assert their online presence (through government issued identification numbers or credentials, biometric or biographic data, online authentication, or even electronic signatures), none of these, without additional evidence of legal status in a country, can be deemed to be proof of nationality.293

Nationality implies citizenship, and citizenship implies certain rights and responsibilities. However, the “space” of cyberspace is not limited to national frontiers. The citizenship, or nationality, of an individual on the Internet becomes important with respect to digitally effectuating this right when that individual is allowed or not allowed to do certain things on the Internet because of that citizenship or nationality.294 For example, a German citizen’s European citizenship allows them to take advantage of the EU-recognized right to be forgotten, and thereby request the restriction of search results about them in particular cases. However, even though the right to be forgotten is EU-wide, different countries in Europe take different approaches to personality torts, meaning an individual’s national citizenship may still influence decisions.295

By virtue of a person’s legal status, an individual would be able to obtain a government-issued electronic identity. Government-issued electronic identities serve several purposes, including

292 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 15.
294 For purposes of this article, we equate “citizenship” with “nationality”. Identity, especially “digital identity,” is not necessarily linked with either citizenship or nationality.
"identification, two-factor authentication to access online services (e.g., e-government services),
electronic proof-of-passport information to allow access to personal data, and a legally effective
electronic signature." Some states are designing strategies for more comprehensive online identity
management (IdM). For most countries, the overarching objective or vision for the development
of a national IdM strategy is the realization of electronic government or provisions of government to
citizen services.

Estonia is considered a global leader in IdM. Estonia’s digital identity program allows for
e-governance (99% of public services available online), filing of e-taxes, i-voting, cryptocurrency,
e-residency, and e-health records. Thus, by virtue of their Estonian citizenship, Estonian nationals
receive a wide variety of electronic benefits. Moreover, because this comprehensive digital program
follows Estonian nationals around the world, it also arguably prevents digital “capture” of Estonian ex-
pats by the other countries in which they are residing by keeping Estonians living abroad more
completely connected to their state of citizenship, albeit remotely, in very tangible ways.

Article 15, however, only guarantees the right to nationality, not to the extent of benefits
which might derive therefrom—which will vary widely among countries, although it does enable
individuals to change their citizenship. Thus, a national living in a low bandwidth country with low or
poor access to online governmental purposes may seek to adopt a new nationality, but that may not
necessarily change that person’s access to higher capacity broadband or great online public services.
At the same time, in this globalized world, nationals of one country frequently live in another, and are able
to access governmental services via the Internet in both their home and host countries. So, it would
appear that full enjoyment of this right online lies in its promise.

Digital citizenship is tethered to national citizenship and, therefore, comprehends some degree
of state regulation. Although many states are beginning to develop online identity management schemes
to access state benefits and services, it is still very much early days. Credentialing, attribution, and digital
signatures, however, are all coming into their own. No one seriously doubts that the relationship
between a state and its citizens in the physical world will gradually move to an online framework, if for
no other reason than the increase in efficiencies and decrease in costs that an online framework offers
both.
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Q. Article 16: Right to Marry and to Found a Family

Although perhaps not obvious, the right to create and grow a family unit is not one that is immune from online existence. Online dating, online weddings, online marriage, and the maintenance of online family life have grown dramatically during the COVID pandemic. The UDHR's Article 16 protects these rights:

(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. (2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses. (3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State.303

This particular human right is perhaps more fraught with difficulty in implementation by divergent cultural and religious constraints of societies than any other right.304 Those constraints may affect how the online platform works. For example, in more traditionally conservative societies, chaperones may be digitally involved in filtering those who can interact with dating-age family members, whereas in western societies, open-ended non-supervised interactions are the norm.305 The western paradigm of individual autonomy in online dating may in fact be challenging the family's role in matchmaking common in more traditional societies.306

Nevertheless, it is a recognized right that is becoming more and more translatable to the digital world. Globally, 39% of online singles have used online dating sites or apps within the past month (measured in 2020).307 In the United States, three in ten adults have used a dating site or app, but this number varies by age and sexual orientation.308 Security concerns abound, as 46% of surveyed Americans believe dating sites and apps to be “not too safe” or “not safe at all.”309 Yet, 54% of Americans say relationships that begin on dating sites and apps are just as successful as those that begin in person.310 “Online dating is now so popular that studies suggest it is the third most common way to
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meet a partner in Germany and the US.311

In a nod to the “legal equivalence” of online contracts to those written on paper and signed with ink: even an online marriage can now be given legal recognition.312 Once partners find one another, the wedding that ensues can take all kinds of forms, and as a cheaper alternative to the traditional wedding, weddings were already moving online prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.313 Still, the pandemic significantly accelerated this process.314 New York responded very quickly to the new reality of legalizing marriages online during the pandemic. In 2020, New York City’s marriage bureau noted that even though all components of getting married had moved online, the individuals involved in the ceremony process still had to be within New York’s jurisdiction for the marriage to be legal.315 California also moved quickly, empowering county clerks to “email your marriage license to [newly married couples] after a virtual conference as long as [they] meet the following requirements: both adults are located within the State of California, both adults are present during the video conference, and both adults can produce valid identification during the video conference.”316

Zoom and other platforms have allowed families to remain connected during the pandemic. However, digital divorce proceedings have not emerged the way digital marriage has. Uncontested divorce can largely be resolved online;317 however, contested divorces are much more difficult to resolve via the Internet.318 Like any other civil trial, some hearings and proceedings moved online during COVID, but are returning to live courtrooms as the pandemic draws to a close and COVID cases for an area fall.319

Because the pandemic prompted some of the rights associated with Article 16 online, it is unclear whether or how many governments will continue to maintain online platforms in this area after the pandemic recedes. Like other aspects of life, key aspects of services leading to both marriage and divorce have migrated online. Yet family associated human rights remain so infused with local strictures and traditions, the cultural relativism trap is impossible to escape—even online. That said, as a human right, founding and managing a family remains such a key component to the individual fulfillment
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comprehended by the entire thrust of UDHR that Article 16’s freedoms should be accorded more protection both at the state level and internationally.

R. Article 17: Right to Own Property

This article comprehends both ownership and deprivation of property. Article 17 of the UDHR states:

(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.320

As stated, article 17 comprises both ownership and deprivation of property; it does not distinguish between real, tangible, intangible or intellectual property, but, as with all articles of the UDHR, its original application must be understood with reference to the kinds of property that were recognized at the time of its adoption. In the intervening decades, all sorts of property rights have been recognized in the context of cyberspace and on the Internet. While some of these property rights, including their means of enforcement, are beyond the scope of this article (such as asserting rights in connection with the use of domain names321 or corporate ownership of intellectual property322 or “Big
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321 Internet domain names provide an example, even though a full discussion of Internet governance is beyond the scope of this article. “An Internet domain name is a unique name of an organization or person on the Internet. The name is combined with a generic top-level domain (gTLD), such as .com or .org. . . . By 2019, there were more than 300 million registered domain names.” Internet Domain Name, PC MAG. ENCYCLOPEDIA, https://www.permag.com/encyclopedia/term/internet-domain-name [https://perma.cc/DVS9-JVFU] (last visited Apr. 4, 2023). Top-level domains (TLDs), consisting of a word or phrase at the far right hand side of an email address, for example, are part to the domain name system (DNS) operated by ICANN (the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) enable finding websites and help direct Internet traffic. There are two types of TLDs: generic TLDs (or gTLDs, such as .org, .com, etc.) and country-code TLDs (or ccTLDs, such as .fr for France). Enforcement of rights in gTLDs is often associated with enforcement of trademark rights. See, e.g., James Urzedwoski and Danel A. Tysver, Domain Name Disputes, BitLAW GUIDANCE, https://www.bitlaw.com/internet/domain.html [https://perma.cc/XBZ8-K7X3] (last visited Apr. 4, 2023). In the case of ccTLDs, countries do not “own” the ccTLDs associated with their countries. The two letter country codes used in ccTLDs can be found in Standard 3166 of the International Standards Organization (ISO). See The International Standard for Country Codes and Codes for Their Subdivisions, ISO 3166 COUNTY CODES, https://www.iso.org/iso-3166-country-codes.html [https://perma.cc/Z2B8-5XKJ] (last visited Apr. 19, 2023). ccTLDs are assigned to countries or parties acting on behalf of countries through contract with ICANN, as such they create a right in contract, but not a property right. Domestically, victims can turn to the courts for relief. In the U.S., litigants traditionally rely upon trademark and dilution law; however, the 1999 Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act “made it easier for individuals and companies to take over domain names that are confusingly similar to their names or valid trademarks. To do so, however, they must establish that the domain name holder acted in bad faith.” Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(d) (1999). Relief can also be sought via the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy that “has been adopted by all ICANN-accredited registrars” to challenge appropriation of domain names. See Uniform Domain Name Dispute-Resolution Policy, ICANN, https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/policy-2012-02-25-en [https://perma.cc/QY6M-4ERQ] (last visited Apr. 4, 2023).
322 While intellectual property rights (IPRs) are not necessarily seen as human rights (especially where IPRs are owned by entities with legal personality), protecting artistic works, music, written works, patents, trademarks, ideas, etcetera which exist in cyberspace is not difficult to conceive. In addition to national law, the international basis of these rights can be found in the World Trade Organization’s Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). Intellectual Property: Protection and
Data"[323], the principles of property ownership and enforcement of rights in those cases may be instructive, by analogy, for understanding the issues of how individuals might enforce their property rights in cyberspace and on the Internet under Article 17. Moreover, new forms of property and ownership have emerged in recent years (for example, nonfungible tokens and “rights” in VR, AR, and gaming), and the law around these rights is still evolving.[324]

The Internet has made online theft easier and more difficult to trace.[325] “The absence of territorial limits on the Internet, along with the scope it offers for anonymity, has opened the door to infringements of intellectual property (IP) rights that are new in both nature and scale.”[326] This is especially true in the entertainment industry.[327] The United States continues to lose “$58 billion annually due to online copyright piracy.”[328] Big data itself can also be defined as property subject to protection.[329]

One of the newest forms of intellectual property, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are unique in nature and occupy an evolving place in notions of cyberspace property.[330] NFTs are “one-of-a-kind” assets that have no tangible form of their own and exist on the blockchain.[331] Unlike bitcoins—which are identical and exchangeable and one still has a bitcoin when traded for another—NFTs only exist once and if one exchanges an NFT for another NFT, then one has a completely different NFT.[332] “NFTs can really be anything digital (such as drawings, music, your brain downloaded and turned into an AI), but a lot of the current excitement is around using the tech to sell digital art.”[333]

A recent UK court case may shed light on, or at least reframe the discussion around, various aspects of the “property” nature of NFTs, including that the domicile of the claimant was the situs of the asset, and that the effective “control” over the asset creates a property right, confirming that the NFT should be thought of as a digital asset.[334] As such, NFTs could thus be regulated like other (digital)...

324 See generally Brian Frye, After Copyright, Paving NFTs in a Cloud Economy, 45 COLUM. J. L. & ARTS 341 (2022).
327 Ash, supra note 325.
328 Id. at 22.
329 See generally Manzo, supra note 325.
330 Frye, supra note 324, at 345–47.
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assets.\textsuperscript{335} Such regulation may go some way to ensuring consumer protection and thus shoring up the right to own property found in Article 17.

Finally, the “metaverse” poses questions about the application of Article 17 property rights. First among these is the question whether laws that were designed to protect rights of humans extend to avatars?\textsuperscript{336} Next are definitional questions – what is the metaverse? Is it VR? AR? Gaming? Some combination of all three? Will avatars be able to own and dispose of property in the metaverse? However one defines the metaverse, property ownership in that metaverse will be stress-tested. Crucial uncertainties about the legal capacity of avatars to enter binding agreements in their own right must be resolved. Moreover, assuming an avatar’s capacity can be imputed to a real person, what becomes of the “meeting of the minds” component of a binding contract when one of two avatars to the agreement is actually machine generated? AI will further exacerbate such uncertainties.

Likewise, there will be jurisdictional problems compounded by the physical location of the actual person, whether the VR is hosted in the cloud and where the cloud can be deemed to be, and if one avatar in one VR is interacting with another avatar in another VR, where is that avatar or VR deemed to be located?\textsuperscript{337} Unlike certain metaverse predecessors, such as Second Life,\textsuperscript{338} which is a proprietary platform governed by terms of service, the metaverse is a polymorphic, evolving, multi-operator/service-provider environment in which a single terms of service that could govern the treatment of property rights and disputes does not necessarily exist. In the case of Second Life, one can “look under the hood” so to speak by examining its terms of service. In the metaverse context, because of multiple actors and the uncertainty about which rules apply, it is difficult to predict how a person could assert Article 17 property rights.

Finally, and though not directly related to Article 17, due to the cost and expense of VR and AR right now, as well as energy, data storage and bandwidth requirements, the metaverse may also be the source of the next “digital divide” potentially perpetuating inequalities and power asymmetries in terms of “access” between high-middle income and high-income countries on the one hand, and lower-middle and low-income countries on the other.

S. Article 18: Freedom of Thought, Religion, or Belief

Freedom of thought and religion are most vulnerable in authoritarian societies—be they

\textsuperscript{335} See id.

\textsuperscript{336} Arguably, the data protection provisions of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) may apply to avatars if one reads the definition of “personal data” in article 4(1) of the GDPR to mean that an avatar is data “relating to” an identifiable person. The text of article 4(1) reads in pertinent part, “‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’).” Commission Regulation 2016/679. 2016 O. (L 119) 1 (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{337} Jurisdictional problems about the location of property are not new to the Internet. In the famous Yahoo \textit{v.} Nants series of cases a French court attempted to assert jurisdiction over the sale of Nazi memorabilia on Yahoo.fr, claiming that under French law it was illegal to trade in such items. The matter was ultimately resolved by moving the sale to Yahoo.com. See Marc Greenberg, \textit{A Return to Litigant: The LICRA \textit{v.} Yahoo Case and the Regulation of Online Content in the World Market}, 18 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1191, 1193 (2003). Likewise, the D’Aloia case may be instructive in the case of ownership of property in the metaverse—will arguments about indicia of control over digital “assets” be used to establish “property” rights of individuals in the metaverse? Fabrizio D’Aloia \textit{v.} Persons Unknown & Others [2022] EWHC (Ch) 1723 (Eng).

totalitarian, theocratic, or otherwise despotic. During the 20th Century, communist societies were known for state policies of atheism, driving religious and intellectual groups underground—perhaps most famously in the Soviet Union. These practices still play out in today’s dictatorships, autocracies, and theocracies. Article 18 of the UDHR responds to such suppression by providing that:

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.

The aspect of free thought protected by Article 18 is ideation. Once thoughts are expressed, other UDHR articles such as freedom of expression and privacy are triggered. So how does one keep a thought from forming? One way is thought control. "The internet and social media in particular can push citizens into polarized echo chambers and pull at the social fabric of a country, fueling hostility between different communities. Over the past 12 months in Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka, and Myanmar, false rumors and hateful propaganda that were spread online incited jarring outbreaks of violence against ethnic and religious minorities. Such rifts often serve the interests of antidemocratic forces in society, the government, or hostile foreign states, which have actively encouraged them through content manipulation."

Depending upon their level of technical skill, states may deploy multiple techniques simultaneously to achieve greater thought control over their populations, including:

- Legislating censorship – new laws tighten regulations on online media;
- Online manipulation – paid commentators drown out government criticism;
- Revoking access – mobile and Internet connectivity denied as punishment for activism;
- Content removal – posts that criticize officials systematically removed;
- Firewall – foreign social media, websites, and messaging apps are blocked;
- Technical attacks – dissidents suffer from persistent cyber-attacks and spear phishing;
- Violence – digital activists forcibly disappeared or tortured in detention;
- Critics arrested – individuals regularly detained for online posts;
- High-tech surveillance – citizens’ behaviors monitored via artificial intelligence.


341 UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 18.
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and facial recognition tools.343

Article 18 also offers protection for freedom of religion and belief. Migration of spirituality to
the Internet has accelerated in the early 21st Century.344 As our culture has become wired, so has our faith.345 In the context of cyberspace, this implicates state suppression or censorship. Of course, free exercise need not require actual participation in a specific religious rite via a digital format, although religious practice certainly could be practiced digitally. Free exercise can include expressions of faith,346 which countries may try to repress. Online manifestations of traditional religions create an example: imagine the website of a house of worship in country A, accessible via the Internet in country B, digitally broadcasts daily services on the Internet. These broadcasts may be targeted by the government in country B, creating a straightforward case of suppression in violation of Article 18’s protection of the Internet human right to religious freedom. Another example would be that same individual in country B logging onto a spiritual community that exists only online: a cyber-church.347 Suppressing access would also violate Article 18.

A third example may involve the same individual in country B accessing multiple spiritual sources in a blended approach, such that this person is adapting various components of religions while realizing their own personalized spiritual journey.348 When someone is essentially constructing their own online spiritual experience, highly tailored to their individual preferences, is suppression of this activity to be equated with suppression of religion? In other words, does the religion being suppressed need to be an established religion? Article 18 is worded broadly to encompass beliefs—which would be protected in this example as well, thereby sidestepping the question of “what is a religion?”

When suppression of religion or belief happens, it typically takes the form of censorship. Such censorship can be either substantive or pretextual. Censoring religious content, for example, can help enforce a theocratic regime’s protection of the religious and moral norms of society, particularly in countries where religion plays a major role in the socio-political sphere.349 Other, non-theocratic countries may take a more pretextual approach. Whether it is targeting sects,350 or other religions with online presences, censorship is not so much for the sake of snuffing out religious content; rather, it is about attempting to control elements the state considers destabilizing to the order it imposed.351 Laws

343 See Id.
345 Id.
347 See Heidi Campbell, Understanding the Relationship between Religion Online and Offline in a Networked Society, 80 J. AM. ACADEMY OF RELIGION 64, 70–71 (2012).
348 See id. at 79.
351 China to Regulate Online Suspicious Activity Amid Crackdown, AP (Sept. 11, 2018),
targeting religious activity on the Internet often provide for a kind of registration that may include “moral fitness” requirements, which obviously run afoul of Article 18.

In response, some target groups establish external homes for their Internet activities to escape official surveillance. Uniquely, the Internet has in fact become an effective tool for the weak to fight back against state suppression—which is, of course, what authoritarian states fear most.

Freedom of thought, religion, and belief is closely aligned with freedom of expression—at least in the sense that formative ideas should have space to flourish. However, exercising such online rights in states ruled by authoritarian regimes for theocracies can be problematic at best. Thus, transference of Article 18’s human rights to digital space will depend upon the enforceability of online strictures by such regimes. Free societies are less likely to encounter such online roadblocks.

T. Article 19: Freedom of Opinion and Expression

There is a Janus-faced nature to free speech, simultaneously ensuring that one is able to make the speech while equally ensuring that another is able to receive the speech. Thus, Article 19 is crafted to provide:

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.\textsuperscript{352}

States may characterize the central concept of this right in its digital form as a right to information that must be balanced against the protection of other rights as well as public interests. The Greek constitution, for example, was modified in the early 21\textsuperscript{st} century to both incorporate this Internet human right while also striking that balance.\textsuperscript{353} While not all states have lodged this protection in their constitutions with specific reference to Internet rights, many have extended pre-existing legal protections ensuring freedom of expression to encompass protection of digital expression as well. Worldwide, freedom of information laws, constitutional amendments, or statutes for example have been passed in 119 countries.\textsuperscript{354}

In 2011, the Special Rapporteur for the U.N.’s Human Rights Council asserted:

By explicitly providing that everyone has the right to express him or herself through any media, the Special Rapporteur underscores that Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Covenant was drafted with foresight to include and to accommodate future technological developments through which
individuals can exercise their right to freedom of expression.355

He went on to bridge this assertion specifically to cyberspace: “Hence, the framework of international human rights law remains relevant today and equally applicable to new communication technologies such as the Internet.”356

A second Special Rapporteur buttressed this central assertion,357 and the U.N. Human Rights Council followed these reports with adoption of Resolution 32/13, which “condemns unequivocally measures to intentionally prevent or disrupt access to or dissemination of information online in violation of international human rights law, and calls upon all States to refrain from and cease such measures.”358 Regionally, the European Union and the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights are in accord.359 Internationally, there is consistent admonition supporting Article 19’s global migration to cyberspace as an Internet human right instead of the regional movement to digital space now in progress.

In 2010, Liberia became the first West African country to pass a law guaranteeing protection to information access by passing the Freedom of Information Law.360 Liberia’s Freedom of Information Act361 allows individuals the right to “information held by public bodies and private entities that receive public funds or perform public functions.”362 Access to this information is not conditioned on providing a reason for wanting to see this information.363 The U.N. has also taken steps to ensuring “public access to information . . . in accordance with national legislation and international agreements.”364 Nevertheless, qualifiers such as those in the Greek constitution are often embedded with the digital free expression language. But no region is immune from attempts at censorship. While it is governments in some regions doing the censoring, it is the private sector in others.365 Even qualifiers like those in the Greek constitution can give rise to pretexts for censorship. Moreover, freedom of expression has a greater proclivity to collide with other rights than do most other freedoms; therefore, a state’s balancing approaches can serve as yet another basis for digital restriction.366

356 Id.
361 Freedom of Information Act (2010) (Liber).,
362 THE CARTER CTR., supra note 360, at 10.
363 Id.
364 U.N. EDUC., SCI., AND CULTURAL ORG., TO RECOVERY AND BEYOND: 2021 UNESCO REPORT ON PUBLIC ACCESS TO INFORMATION 6 (2022).
366 The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) offers a framework for states to follow when such restrictions are necessary. See Amy E. Cattie, comment, Digital Tahrir Square: An Analysis of Human Rights and the Internet
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Governments deploy a variety of means to restrict (or make it difficult to) access to content including criminalizing certain activity, blocking social media sites (for example, during anti-government protests), issuing taxes on social media, and erecting technological barriers to access content. But many governments do not have the luxury of blocking websites or throttling bandwidth. New Zealand’s response to the Spring 2019 terrorist attack in Christchurch is one example. “In the aftermath of the New Zealand attack, several major Internet Service Providers across New Zealand blocked access nation-wide to an opaque list of websites believed to be either hosting copies of the attack video or sensitive details of the attack.” However, in open societies with freedom of speech as a core liberty there are inevitably challenges to the notion that people should be spared the distress of watching such atrocities unfold.

In the United States, the government is restricted from making such requests to Big Tech. First Amendment rights to freedom of expression have been extended to the Internet. In 2020, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a lower court’s ruling that a local government official’s Facebook page was a public forum under the First Amendment. “This is the first ruling from a federal appeals court to call a Facebook page a public forum, making it illegal for government officials to discriminate on the basis of viewpoint in administering the page.” Likewise, in Knight First Amendment Institute at Columbia University v. Trump, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals held that President Trump’s Twitter accounts, @realDonaldTrump and @POTUS were both violating the First Amendment by blocking individuals from viewing those accounts.

When censorship does happen, such as banning Donald Trump from Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube in the wake of the January 6, 2021 insurrection, it is on the initiative of Big Tech, not at the
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376 Caroline Harting, Trump’s Twitter Channel Is a Public Forum, COLUM. NEWS (Julv 9, 2019), https://news.columbia.edu/news/trump-twitter-first-amendment [https://perma.cc/DYJ9-W4X]. But see infra Section U (explaining that, with respect to freedom of assembly, law enforcement does possess “kill switch” capabilities with respect to cellular service that theoretically could be utilized during assembly events that turn dangerous).
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request of the government. Twitter’s corporate journey since the aforementioned decision has been calamitous (and very expensive), to say the least. The platform was later bought by one of the world’s richest individuals, Elon Musk, who sought to have Trump returned to the platform. Musk’s chaotic takeover devalued the company, and he also fired half the workforce. Musk undermined his mantra of bringing free speech back to the platform immediately by banning critiques of him on Twitter.

Because he took this public company private, he will be able to call the shots. As Professor Eric Talley of Columbia Law School notes, “I expect Mr. Musk will run it as a somewhat friendly dictatorship.” Recognizing this new reality of a single person possessing vast power over digital free speech rights, the U.N. High Commissioner issued an open letter shortly after the takeover of Twitter reminding Musk of the platform’s responsibility ‘to avoid amplifying content that results in harms to people’s rights.’ That admonition, however, had no effect on the spike in hate speech appearing on Twitter in the wake of Mr. Musk’s takeover:

Before Elon Musk bought Twitter, slurs against Black Americans showed up on the social media service an average of 1,282 times a day. After the billionaire became Twitter’s owner, they jumped to 3,876 times a day. Slurs against gay men appeared on Twitter 2,506 times a day on average before Mr. Musk took over. Afterward, their use rose to 3,964 times a day. And antisemitic posts referring to Jews or Judaism soared more than 61 percent in the two weeks after Mr. Musk acquired the site.

Even if the government is not engaged in what may be perceived as suppression of free speech, legal action can potentially serve as a remedy. Frustrated at the initiatives of Big Tech in the United States, some politicians are attempting to challenge legislation that shields social media from liability. Currently, censorship by social media outlets in the United States is difficult to contest.
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Perhaps no other UDHR right is as endemic to Internet use than freedom of expression. The digital give and take of information, ideas, and creative work is among the chief benefits that online life has to offer. As a classic speech right, Article 19 as a digital right belongs to both online speakers and listeners. Information flow in this manner is accelerated and facilitated by social media platforms, which can regulate that flow up to the point of censorship. Once that line is crossed, however, either by tech companies or governments, freedom of expression is imperiled. Thus, guidelines in the absence of regulation would be most welcome—especially for institutions engaged in balancing, for example, privacy rights against free expression rights.

U. Article 20: Freedom of Assembly and Association

Digital assembly and association can take a wide variety of forms. Access to social media groups, chatrooms, and blogs are the most common settings for this right to be implicated. However, the prevalence of Zoom videoconferencing during the COVID-19 pandemic and its widespread adoption as the platform of preference to hold remote meetings make it a new and significant entry into this group. The UDHR’s Article 20 provides:

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association. (2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.

The U.N. regards this right as extendable to the Internet. “The rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association are protected in Article 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. . . . The Human Rights Council has emphasized that States have the obligation to respect and fully protect these rights online as well as offline.” The second part of Article 20 has not yet manifested in digital space; so far nobody has been compelled to join an online group. The first part, however, is where government suppression of free assembly/association comes into play.

The bright line between when states should and should not suppress assembly is typically the line between peace and violence—a line that is sometimes crossed in the context of political protest or civil unrest. How a government characterizes a protest as “violent” is key; such characterizations are as varied in nature as the governments that make them—although authoritarian regimes are more likely to use pretexts to shut down assemblies protesting against their rule. Objectivity in threat assessments
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is hard to come by.

The digital version of Article 20’s protection was perhaps best described by former U.S. Secretary of State Hilary Clinton: "The freedom to connect is like the freedom of assembly, only in cyberspace."\(^{392}\) Social connections create online groups. Online groups can exist for literally minutes (as three people work together on a shared Google document or in a Zoom breakout room) or for much longer periods.\(^{393}\)

Social media platforms, live-streaming tools, and communication apps played a key role in the “velvet” revolution of 2018 that led to the resignation of the Prime Minister of Armenia.\(^{394}\) Social media has played a critical role in the #FeesMustFall campaign in South Africa, and the global #ClimateStrikes and #MeToo movements.\(^{395}\) "Through the use of social media, e-petitions and crowdfunding platforms, civil society organizations have been able to reach new audiences, spread information, attract members and find funding in ways that were previously impossible or extremely costly."\(^{396}\)

It is precisely the increased threat of change such Internet-based movements pose that triggers government repression. Actions states take to assert control include imposing legal restrictions, criminalizing certain online activities, arbitrarily blocking online content, government-sponsored trolling and cyberattacks, network disruptions, social media tax, and surveillance.\(^{397}\) With respect to trolling, the government instructs Internet trolls to disseminate propaganda online to disrupt/inhibit anti-government movements.\(^{398}\)

Police use of “kill switches” to shut down cell phones of crowds gathering around crimes scenes, arrests, or other law enforcement activity taking place in public is certainly an impediment to free association.\(^{399}\) Assembly needn’t be planned in advance; it can occur spontaneously—perhaps provoked by the police activity itself. The spontaneous assembly of citizens around the Minneapolis metropolitan police officers who were in the process of slowly murdering George Floyd in May, 2020,\(^{400}\) would likely have been an assembly in physical space protected by Article 20. An extension of that assembly in digital space included the many texts, photos, videos, electronic conversations, tweets, and other documentation of the crime. If police had used a kill switch to shut down the digital aspect of
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this spontaneous assembly, Article 20 would have been violated as an Internet human right even if the people were not physically dispersed in the real world. Courts have not yet stopped development of such devices in the United States.\textsuperscript{401}

Article 20's protection of online association and assembly as an Internet human right embraces both regularized assembly, such as for a weekly quilting group chatting as they stitch, and spontaneous temporary assembly, such as quickly formed WhatsApp groups chatting their way through the streets of Austin, Texas as part of the larger Black Lives Matter protest. The purpose of the assembly should not be determinative of the exercise of the right; however, it is the purpose that provides the pretext for autocratic regimes to crackdown on political protests and for police units even in western democracies to keep people at bay during controversial police actions. More advancement at the state level and internationally is needed in this regard.

\textbf{V. Article 21: Democratic Participation}

Democracy's movement to an online platform is best characterized as gradual, if not tentative. "A short course in democracy" is how many refer to UDHR's Article 21, including the U.N.'s Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights.\textsuperscript{402} Although the term democracy is not expressly used in the text,\textsuperscript{403} the key principles undergirding the machinery of democracy are clearly outlined:

\begin{enumerate}
\item Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely chosen representatives. \item Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country. \item The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.\textsuperscript{404}
\end{enumerate}

Guaranteeing the apparatus of democracies as fundamental human rights in and of themselves is foundational for achieving all the other human rights. The first two aspects of Article 21, participation in government and equal access to public service, take the form of sustained and meaningful discourse via cyberspace. Communication with elected representatives is more or less interactive depending on the mode of communication and societal norms. “Social media has become a key element of political discourse in many countries, allowing legislators to express their opinions, share information and connect with constituents online.”\textsuperscript{405}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{402} U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, \textit{Universal Declaration of Human Rights at 70: 30 Articles on 30 Articles – Article 21, OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS} (Nov. 30 2018).
\item \textsuperscript{403} UDHR, supra note 17, at art. 21.
\item \textsuperscript{404} \textit{id.}
\item \textsuperscript{405} Kat Devlin et al., \textit{For Global Legislators on Twitter, an Engaged Minority Creates Outsize Share of Content}, PEW RES. CTR. (May 18, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2020/05/18/for-global-legislators-on-twitter-an-engaged-minority-creates-outsize-share-of-content/ [https://perma.cc/SK6F-Z2NG].
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Among legislators who tweet, those in the United States and U.K. do so most frequently.\footnote{Id.} Likewise, the communications necessary to have a chance at becoming an elected representative may depend upon filters put in place by various political parties that control slates of candidates. At least the traditional political party control mechanisms are eroding—if not transforming altogether—in the Internet age.\footnote{Id.}

Political participation in the form of civic engagement can manifest in a variety of digital ways including tracking legislation online, viewing legislative floor debates and committee hearings via the Internet and live blogging, virtually attending judicial proceedings, or engaging in public advocacy through online petitions.\footnote{See generally Legislative Broadcasts and Webcasts, Nat'l Conf. of State Legisl. (May 27, 2022), https://www.ncsl.org/research/about-state-legislatures/legislative-webcasts-and-broadcasts.aspx [https://perma.cc/LF6U-B6UE] (containing live broadcasts of legislative hearings).} Of these, electronic petitions have digitally united the public and governments more interactively than the other forms of engagement. Governments are increasingly accepting e-petitions in Australia, Canada, Germany, South Korea, Italy, Lithuania, Ireland, Portugal, Luxembourg, Austria, the United States, the Netherlands, and the U.K.\footnote{Caitlin Grover, E-Petitions, Vict. Parl. Lib. & Info. Serv. 6 (2016) (Aust.), https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/publications/research-papers/download/36-research-papers/13765-e-petition-research-paper-august2016 [https://perma.cc/JS3L-G6UP].} Of these, the German Bundestag has perhaps developed the most inclusive and responsive e-petition system. Launched in 2008, it designated a parliamentary committee as an intake and evaluation filter with significant reporting requirements that also has the power to initiate investigations and hold hearings in response to verified petitions that pass a designated threshold of signatures.\footnote{See Id. at 14–16; Thomas Saalfeld & Ralf Dobmeier, The Bundestag and German Citizens: More Communication, Growing Distance, 18 J. LEGIS. STUD. 314, 315 (2012).}

Shortly after the legislative branch was opened up to e-petitions in Germany, the executive branch in the United States launched an e-petition platform as part of the Obama administration’s Open Government Initiative known as “We the People.”\footnote{See Id. at 3.} Although the President’s “goal was to make the federal government more transparent, participatory and collaborative through the use of new technologies,”\footnote{Id. at 5.} the impacts of e-petitions were varied. As one example, a 2013 e-petition requesting it be made “illegal for telephone companies to ‘lock’ their phones by preventing a phone purchased from one telephone carrier to be used on another carrier’s system” led directly to legislation tackling this issue in 2014.\footnote{Id. at 1.} The White House initially set the limit of signatures at 5,000 for e-petitions to appear on the system, but soon raised that trigger to 10,000.\footnote{Id. at 3.}

Internet voting implicates the third prong of Article 21. The “universal and equal suffrage”
election requirements clearly concern connectivity and perhaps net neutrality in digital space.415 However, such connection may only be triggered when societies fully migrate to Internet-based voting platforms which, to date, has not yet happened. Internet voting is distinct from, and much less prevalent than, electronic voting.416

Bringing the voting interface to individual smart phones as true Internet voting is the mission of a new joint venture between a Danish tech firm and an American election research nonprofit led by Uber’s former political advisor, who told NPR, “My goal is to make it possible for every single person in this country to vote in every single election on their phone.”417 Although an array of security concerns fuel broad dismissiveness about such a vision,418 the technology of which has not been utilized beyond allowing overseas military personnel or persons with disabilities to vote,419 the new consortium argues that end-to-end verification should overcome most of those concerns.420

Estonia is the leader in this field, allowing online elections since 2005.421 In 2019, 43.7% of Estonian voted on the Internet—a significant jump from the 2% who voted online in 2005,422 perhaps indicating that voters need a bit of time to become comfortable with the process or acclimated to it. Along with Canada, Australia, and France, the United States has also recently experimented with Internet voting.423 “Thirty-two states and the District of Columbia offer some sort of internet voting through fax, e-mail or an online portal. In many cases, state departments collaborate with private election technology companies to run online elections.”424 However, security concerns bedeviled elections in West Virginia and Delaware, and Internet voting access remains largely limited to people in special circumstances who are, in most cases, willing to give up their anonymity.425
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Until such time as Internet voting becomes widely adopted, the cyber aspect of Article 21’s voting language centers on electronic voting, which can refer to an array of technologies related to vote counting, scanning, certifying, machine-to-machine communication, optical scanning voter identification, or even facial recognition— technologies which could solve verification concerns but simultaneously trigger countervailing privacy issues.

W. Article 22: Right to Social Security & Self-Realization

Self-realization is a concept not unknown to political actors. Indeed, Thomas Jefferson inserted an inalienable right to the “pursuit of happiness” in the American Declaration of Independence, drawing upon the ancient Greek conception of, essentially, self-realization as the ideal end resulting in happiness. Moreover, creating space for individuals to develop to their full potential necessitates more emphasis on personal freedom and restraint of government. Article 22 places this notion in modern language:

Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.

From an Internet human rights perspective, the term “economic, social, and cultural rights” (ESCRs) are rights comprehended collectively (work, rest, education, culture, housing, health, etcetera). Each of these rights are also articulated individually and with more specificity in Articles 23-27. These rights are necessary for full self-realization in both non-digital and digital space, yet their development in digital space has been lacking. The first twenty years of Internet history went largely unregulated, theoretically allowing maximum space for personal development.

At both the global and national levels, internet policy and regulation are not focused on creating an enabling environment for advancing ESCRs. Where policies do address links between internet regulation and human rights, they have done so almost exclusively in relation to civil and political rights—and most of these efforts have been driven by developed countries.

Even so, manifestation of digital self-realization may not always lead to positive results. Although increasing online access to social security may increase its availability, built-in filters (perhaps resulting from algorithm bias), may negatively impact users. For example, Poland’s public employment...
service, Publiczne Służby Zatrudnienia (PSZ), stopped using a controversial, automated scoring system for unemployment.\textsuperscript{431} The system's algorithm was used to "make life-changing decisions about what support individuals get based on their personal data and answers to interviews at job centres. Critics say the system is discriminatory, lacks transparency and infringes data protection rights."\textsuperscript{432}

Digital self-realization implies digital space within which to self-realize. The specific rights that comprise this over-arching one, such as labor, education, and culture, exist within that larger digital space set aside for this larger purpose. In other words, Article 22's right provides not only a legal/philosophical foundation for those to occur, but also the context in which they occur.

\textit{X. Article 23: Right to Work}

With the ascendancy of the labor movement in the late 1940s when the UDHR was drafted, the right to work is one of the more expansively defined rights therein:

(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment. (2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work. (3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection. (4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.\textsuperscript{433}

Prior to COVID-19, digital manifestation of the right to work mostly concerned development of the gig economy, outsourcing jobs, loss of work by humans to AI, the place of labor unions in the digital economy, employee digital privacy, and what was termed "teleworking." During and post-COVID, teleworking has overtaken all the rest thanks to the ubiquity of services such as Zoom, Teams, WebEx and others.

Development of the gig economy creates the environment within which these other concerns exist. The Internet has shaped labor in many ways, not least is how employers find workers and vice versa, how work is defined, and how work is carried out.\textsuperscript{434} While the hiring process may be facilitated by Internet, so to may outsourcing—potentially endangering workers' jobs; taken on a mass scale, this dynamic could lead to "digital sweatshops" analogous to those in the physical world supporting textile industries.\textsuperscript{435}
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Digital outsourcing typically benefits the Global South, just as call centers traditionally have. But clever employees can use this individually to their advantage. In 2013, for example, a code developer at Verizon, who earned several hundred thousand dollars, outsourced his assigned code work to be completed by a Chinese consulting firm for only fifty thousand dollars—a fraction of his salary.

Relatedly, AI has already threatened job security, quite literally amounting to the Internet taking away this human right. Kai Fu Lee, an AI investor and formerly Google’s top executive in China, predicts that “40 percent of the world’s jobs will be lost to automation in the next 15 years.” If anything, COVID has accelerated this trend since, aside from routine maintenance, robots and AI driven systems aren’t so affected by biological viruses.

The International Labor Organization (ILO) offered the following definition of telework during the height of COVID: “Telework is defined as the use of information and communications technologies (ICTs), such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, and desktop computers, for work that is performed outside the employer’s premises.” Unsurprisingly large numbers of non-essential employees began working from home during the pandemic; however, the ILO study flagged several labor issues that can arise from this dynamic, including an inability of the employer or employee to accurately track work time, benefits management, HR issues, and hidden overtime. “Teleworking, in general, can lead to longer working hours and also to working more during the evenings and the weekends,” said the ILO.

Japan led the way in addressing some of these issues by loading avatars of individual workers into unique miniature robots that could then allow those workers to physically manifest themselves in the actual workplace. The ILO noted that:

Using the avatar robots, remote workers can view their office and communicate with their colleagues. The roughly 20-cm-tall robots, with built-in camera, microphone and speakers, coupled with the “teleworking” application on a phone or iPad, is operated remotely by the teleworker and can be carried around by staff in the office, and can even attend meetings on behalf of remote employees.

While returning to the workplace in this manner is a creative response to teleworking issues, the limited availability of the necessary technology to do so will prevent most countries from pursuing this option. More practical regulation, such as that undertaken by El Salvador simply transposing
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existing labor laws into digital space, may be a more useful path.\textsuperscript{444}

Although COVID required humans to take the massive leap into online work, most corporations and governments have still yet to shape online work with any kind of intentionality. Indeed, such rules and regulations that came about were efforts to catch up to what had already occurred. Thus, outside the uniformity imposed by available technology, very little uniformity exists for online work. In other words, everyone using the Zoom platform is restricted by its technical abilities—so while there may be situational uniformity, rules for things such as online billing, transactional engagement, information design and transfer, or cross-platform collaboration vary widely among companies. The introduction and use of AI in this space complicates matters further and will be a key area to watch for more regulation in pursuit of Article 23’s right to work online.

\textit{Y. Article 24: Right to Rest and Leisure}

The opposites of work, rest, and leisure are also important for full self-realization. Article 24’s definition provides:

Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.\textsuperscript{445}

Does this mean one’s Internet human rights entitle them to pursue hobbies online such as genealogy research or photo scrapbooking in addition to playing online games? Of course. But it also means that access to virtual rest and leisure must achieve some norm of equality. Today, private interests completely control such access, and one must normally pay to pursue these activities.

In the work context, tracking programs are increasingly eliminating rest while at work. Newer versions of Apple products offer users the ability to turn on “screen time” that provides detailed activity logs of when and how often users are interacting with which programs and Internet sites—providing detailed activity logs. As businesses move to incorporate such systems into management practices, workers can lose their ability to take downtime between meetings or projects. One article notes that:

These automated systems can detect inefficiencies that a human manager never would—a moment’s downtime between calls, a habit of lingering at the coffee machine after finishing a task, a new route that, if all goes perfectly, could get a few more packages delivered in a day. But for workers, what look like inefficiencies to an algorithm were their last reserves of respite and autonomy, and as these little breaks and minor freedoms get optimized out, their jobs are becoming more intense, stressful, and dangerous.\textsuperscript{446}

Rest and leisure keeps workers healthy and productive, and eliminating it to boost higher short-term productivity can damage long-term productivity. As an Internet human right, there has been
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no discernable positive regulation in this area to date.

Z. Article 25: Right to Adequate Standard of Living

Emerging from the devastation of the Second World War, the UDHR’s drafters were keenly aware of the need to establish a minimum standard of living that was simultaneously aspirational. Thus, Article 25 states:

(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control. (2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.447

Access to adequate healthcare is central to Article 25. In the United States, the Supreme Court has redefined a bedrock principle of female reproductive healthcare by overturning the storied Roe v. Wade448 opinion in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health.449 Reproductive rights will now be regulated state by state, creating a patchwork quilt of healthcare availability for pregnant women, mirroring the international experience. The Internet can help educate women about what kind of healthcare is available across the United States just as it has done so for years internationally.450

In countries where social services have broken down completely, social media can be utilized by the population to support one another with information on where to find basic necessities such as food and medicine. In the wake of the economic meltdown in Venezuela, for example, social media was key to citizens providing themselves with an adequate social safety net.451

As economic mismanagement and political instability have pushed Venezuela deeper into crisis, digital and social media have become an increasingly important tool for daily life. . . . Posts like “I’ll trade black beans for cornmeal” or “My father needs 40mg of losartan” have become a regular part of the social media landscape.452

In other cases, such technology has the potential to improve healthcare services in rural areas such as in Bangladesh,453 or outlying islands such as in the Philippines,454 where an adequate standard
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of living is severely lacking. Utilizing the Internet to operationalize the leveling effect envisioned by Article 25 has, however, been sporadic and not an object of significant effort by governments or corporations. Thus, it remains an area ripe for positive regulation.

**AA. Article 26: Right to Education**

The UDHR drafters also considered free compulsory elementary education as a foundational base upon which all the other rights are built. Therefore, Article 26’s mandate is quite detailed:

(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit. (2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace. (3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.453

Prior to COVID-19, states were already taking this right seriously, mandating education on how to use computers and the Internet for research and educational purposes within elementary school systems. Macedonia rolled out a “computer for every child program,”456 Uruguay launched Plan Ceibal to promote universal remote English language teaching over the Internet to over 80,000 children in grades 4 to 6 in 568 state primary schools,457 and Kenya deployed a national education management information system to track testing, book distribution, attendance, and more through a central database that can help distribute resources on the ground.458 Yet not all aspects of education are easily translatable to digital form, or are at least not as readily accepted. One example is the use of e-textbooks, which are not widely accepted by the students who are supposed to use them.459 Accounting for societal differences in educational coverage, educational opportunities should be more uniform. With respect to the content of this Internet human right, “the right to education has four ‘interrelated and essential features’: availability, accessibility,
acceptability and adaptability... these features have implications for the internet and related technologies.”

Connectivity and net neutrality are both key principles animating this digital right.

What was termed “distance-learning” prior to COVID became the norm during the pandemic, thanks to widely available and easily usable digital group assembly platforms such as Zoom. According to UNICEF, once the pandemic globalized, “a majority of countries... announced the temporary closure of schools, impacting more than 91 per cent of students worldwide—around 1.6 billion children and young people.”

However, just because children were unable to attend school, their human right to education did not disappear.

Countries scrambled to move entire school systems to online platforms. Yet despite these efforts, an estimated 364 million children remained unable to attend school remotely due to lack of connectivity. As with teleworking in Article 23’s right to work, the right to education may exist post-COVID in somewhat of a hybridized format with remote education more prevalent in the upper reaches of the educational spectrum (secondary schools) and less so at the primary levels. However, regulation and enforcement will continue to be an obligation of state educational authorities per domestic compulsory education requirements.

Just as COVID pushed Article 23’s right to work online, it pushed Article 26’s right to education online. Mandatory K-12 public education schemes were delivered unevenly at best, but the effort was definitely there with respect to adapting synchronous teacher-student contact with asynchronous workshops and homework projects. Although not ideal, the 18-month global experiment in online education proved that this right could nonetheless exist online in a meaningful way.

With that proof of concept in hand, opportunities now exist for school systems to take advantage of offering more intentional e-learning possibilities. For example, in North America, once regular school got underway post-COVID, traditional “snow days” for bad weather which used to result in free days at home for students were replaced in many school systems with e-learning days so that the classes and calendars could remain on schedule for the term. Such adaptations can be improved and extended.

**BB. Article 27: Right to Cultural, Artistic and Scientific Life**

Enrichment of the human experience is the focus on UDHR Article 27, which states:

(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits. (2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.

---
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That enriched human experience is secured in the first part via access to cultural and scientific heritage and in the second part via the protection accorded to artists and scientists for their creations.

Digitally, this could translate to remote access to museums, planetariums, zoos, and the like as well as intellectual property protection. Some private museums charge admission for digital entry, but most public ones do not. The digital experience typically takes the form of a three-dimensional immersion. Absent widely available VR equipment, this is probably as close as one can get to visiting the site physically. However, the experience has not been limited to museums; using now ubiquitous drone technology, students and the public can visit archeological sites in the field or geologically interesting sites such as volcanoes, forests, gorges, and glaciers. There is no state regulation to date in this field.

For scientific knowledge, Article 27 manifests as dispersal through open-access digital repositories. Electronic journals that charge for access to their content have struck a balance with platforms that freely post all content—the fulcrum point is currently the use of funding for subscriptions that support further research that may ostensibly be undermined by too much free access.

The main form of regulation that occurs with respect to Internet human rights and Article 27 is intellectual property protection—especially at the international level. The TRIPS agreement under the World Trade Organization is the leading international legal regime protecting those digital human rights. Articles 41 through 46 establish the enforcement framework required of member states and have been used in the digital context to secure creators' intellectual property rights in cyberspace. Thus, this aspect of Article 27 is one instance of a UDHR right manifesting, being codified (by analogy) and regulated, and becoming enforceable as a matter of international law. Unlike the enforceability of Article 12's privacy right as the E.U.'s right to be forgotten—which depends upon corporate enforcement by Google, enforcement here is achieved by states complying with their international legal obligations.

The next horizon for litigation in this area is likely to concern derivative intellectual property rights due to the propensity of the Internet to enable easy downloading and manipulation of creative works.

In many cases in the digital world, new works are created drawing on the works of others. Digital technology makes it easy to copy and modify parts of existing content and to mix them to create new content. Harvard law professor Lawrence Lessig called it a “remix” or “read-write” culture.

The Internet has become an incredible vehicle for delivering creative work to ever wider audiences. As such, it has also become an incredible risk for creative artists to lose their works to intellectual property theft. Although robust domestic and international legal regimes exist to protect these rights in the physical world, these regimes must go further into online transference to bring Article
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27’s right to culture, artistic, and scientific life to full effect.

**CC. Article 28: Right to Social Order**

Enforceability of human rights is the focus on Article 28, which provides:

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.469

Within nations, it is the responsibility of the central government to enforce international law. What form this enforcement takes and which components of the government actually accomplish this task vary widely—often depending on whether the particular nation is an open democracy or a dictatorship. With respect to Internet human rights, governments sometimes create regulatory entities or ministries that have some or all powers in this regard. The United States approaches enforcement very loosely through the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). France divides its Internet administrative roles into two spheres: the Autorité de Régulation des Communications Électroniques et des Postes (ARCEP), which regulates the nuts and bolts and technical aspects of the Internet, and the Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL), an independent agency which actually polices the Internet.

CNIL takes a very aggressive stance on data protection enforcement. Recent actions have included compliance orders and large sanctions against companies like Google, Microsoft, and Facebook.470 Apart from the E.U.’s General Data Protection Regulation, CNIL is backed by a strong legal framework, of which the most recent legislation is the French Digital Republic Act of 2016,471 which:

>[C]reated new data protection rights, such as (1) the right for individuals to give instructions relating to the storage, erasure and disclosure of their personal data after their death, (2) the right to be forgotten for minors and (3) the possibility to exercise data protection rights by electronic means. This legislation strengthens the transparency requirements and increases the maximum level of fines from €150,000 to €3 million for data protection infringements.472

Yet even within the EU, due to varying powers among national Internet regulators across 27 member states, enforcement is very uneven. While CNIL is widely viewed as the strongest regulator, Ireland’s Data Protection Commission cannot impose fines directly on Big Tech, “[it can only issue an
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enforcement notice which must be taken up by a court before it can be translated into a fine.” 473 The Spanish regulator can only issue fines a fraction of the amount of CNIL, and in some states, implementing the cookie provisions of GDPR, for instance, is assigned to the telecoms regulator instead of the data protection authority. 474

For autocratic regimes, agencies tasked with regulating the Internet are often no more than censorship arms of the regime, and can in fact be double tasked as surveillance mechanisms. 475 Thus, Internet shut-downs during political unrest challenging such regimes are common. Shut-downs and network disruptions are used by states “to quell mass uprisings, forestall election losses, reinforce military coups, or cut off conflict areas from the outside world.” 476

In the end, enforcement arrives in two stripes in the case of Internet human rights: government enforcement for those rights existing in cyberspace controlled by governments, and enforcement by Big Tech for those rights existing in cyberspace controlled by corporations. In the first case, consistent and even-handed enforcement are hallmarks of modern democracies. In the second instance, in the absence of baseline rules promulgated by states, uneven and arbitrary enforcement are likely across corporate spheres. The latter is evinced by the drama surrounding Twitter’s recent acquisition by Elon Musk concerning whom he would allow or not allow to use the platform.

Because of vast differences in regulatory approaches to the Internet within states, it is doubtful that reliance on domestic enforcement would yield much consistency. Of course, this is the same problem with respect to international law generally and human rights in particular. Yet absent a robust international enforcement model, the domestic enforcement model—incoherent and inconsistent as it may be—is currently the only option available.

DD. Article 29: Duty to Your Community

Self-restraint is the premise of Article 29, which provides:

(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible. (2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society. (3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations. 477
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Self-restraint on the Internet entails avoidance of many of the behaviors that are becoming criminalized and discussed above in various articles, including cyber-bullying, hacking and identity theft, cyber-stalking and digital harassment, etcetera. The general welfare of a democratic society becomes, in cyberspace, the general welfare of the digital world available to all of us on the Internet. Care for that environment is incumbent on everyone, but this obligation should not be limited to natural persons.

Just as in the physical world, corporations walk the landscape in the digital world. However, the powers of these legal persons are greatly enhanced when in their digital form. Not only do some of the largest and wealthiest corporations provide the platforms on which we all engage one another, they also control the terms of that engagement via their terms of service, which they can change at any time. Leaving enforcement of many Internet human rights to companies could be the Achilles’ heel in this entire paradigm. In a landscape where few alternatives are available, social pressure on those corporations to comply with the Internet human right of sharing a common duty to our community is all the more important.

Beyond the social responsibility paradigm that companies began incorporating into their business practices in the early 2000’s, which has been even more salient with the rise of ESG, Article 29 could be viewed as a duty incumbent on corporations with a significant Internet presence. Just as a court determined that Google essentially had a duty to its community to process erasure requests from search results, a court could similarly find that Twitter or Facebook has a duty to its community to scrub hate speech and lies from their platforms in order to ensure Article 29’s promise. Consequently, Article 29 could in fact serve a much a larger role in defining corporate Internet behavior than might appear at first glance. That, however, is a path for future litigation.

E.II: Article 30: Rights are Inalienable

Once vested, human rights cannot be taken away. Article 30 completes the UDHR’s vision by stating:

Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.

The digital version of human rights should not be abrogated once secured. That said, the “securing” aspect is still very much in motion. This article presents a matrix of Internet Human Rights to determine which rights are blossoming into digital reality. While few rights have completed their
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journey, and those that have may have been altered during transference, many are still evolving, and some have yet to emerge. The enforcement of Internet human rights also lacks consistency, particularly when it comes to corporate enforcers, which poses security concerns. Nevertheless, it is imperative to uphold the principle that once these rights materialize on the Internet, they must be safeguarded.

However, concerns remain about the long-term effectiveness and durability of the legal instrument that contains these rights. Various means can be used to incorporate these rights, including treaties, constitutions, statutes, administrative regulations, contracts, or mandated by court judgments. Yet, each of these vehicles feature distinct mechanisms for adjustment that could potentially lead to abrogation of these rights. Treaties, for instance, are relatively easy for states to withdraw from with proper notice. Constitutions typically require difficult amendment procedures. Statutes can be repealed, regulations can be withdrawn, contracts can be renegotiated or subjected to terms of service, and court judgments can be overturned. Thus, the impediment associated with modifying the arrangement established by the legal instrument may ultimately determine whether the promise of securing rights as outlined in Article 30 is met.

II. CONCLUSION

What human rights follow us into digital space? As the time humans spend in cyberspace increases year by year, this question takes on more salience. Although this paper's matrix tracks the current progress of that migration, it is only a starting point. Further monitoring is required to map additional progress, analyze adaptations that occur during transference, and identify new gaps or stalled progress that can create space for negative regulation by states or corporations. Yet, as the first legal mapping project of its kind, we hope this becomes a useful tool for the human rights community as well as for digital space regulators.

Corporate definition and enforcement of Internet human rights opens up an entirely new regulatory world—one in which everyday, we find ourselves either complying with or flouting corporations' terms of service. Whether mandated by a court, as with Google and the right to be forgotten, or simply filling a vacuum, as with free expression on Twitter, the future of regulation needs much more intentionality and policy discussion. In the meantime, corporate involvement in effectuating such Internet Human Rights can at least be tracked in a holistic manner.

For now, an Internet human right still vests in the physical being at the keyboard, or who is attached to the virtual reality device. While some argue for the digital manifestations of people to be the actual rights-holder, the law has simply not caught up to such a notion. Certainly as physical people pass away, their digital forms may linger on for some time in games, on social media, and in other digital venues. Does the Internet human right die with the physical person or somehow linger on as well? Thus, questions of vestment and duration also require more discussion.

Finally, despite the consensus in Western democracies regarding the importance of universal connectivity, there is a lack of unified agreement on net neutrality policy. Moreover, neither principles have been fully realized in non-Western societies. Without these precursor core rights secured, many Internet human rights cannot effectively materialize in the digital realm. In fact, connection itself may be something people are willing to periodically eschew in order to re-center themselves in the physical realm.

INTERNET HUMAN RIGHTS

Ironically, the final edits for this paper were undertaken at Lyceum Pub—"a digital de-tox" establishment on London’s Strand, devoid of Internet service. Consequently, no Internet human rights were at stake in our conclusion. Bringing Hamlet’s query forward by 400 years: “To connect, or not to connect? That is the question.” Turns out, it matters quite a lot how you answer.
III. APPENDIX

Digital Human Rights Reports by United Nations Special Rapporteurs:

• Frank LaRue (Special Rapporteur), On the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/17/27 (May 16, 2011).

